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ABSTRACT

The development of new PV technology is essential with increasing consumption of
fossil fuels and seems to be the only way to cover energy demand. The primary objective
should be accomplished efficiency between cost and power conversion efficiency.
Moreover, the applicability of new materials is primarily determined by their balanced
electrical, thermal, physical and chemical properties.

In this thesis, a new series of low band gap aromatic polyimides were successfully
synthesized to be used in photovoltaic applications as next generation organic
semiconductor material. To this purpose, chitosan biopolymer based two aromatic
polyimide functionalized with commercially available perylene and naphthalene organic
semiconductors and previously synthesized high molecular weight naphthalene based
polyimide have been characterized in detail by studying their , photophysical, thermal and
electrochemical properties through the data obtained from NMR, FTIR, GPC, UV-vis,

Fluorescence, DSC, TGA and CV and SQWV.

Incorporation of the hydrophobic chromophore units within the hydrophilic polymeric
backbones yielded a network-like structure and maintained good solubility. The
compounds showed extraordinary thermal stabilities and high molar absorption
coefficients. They possessed excimer type emission and aggregation formation which
confirmed the electroactive species both in ground and excited state. The products
showed outstanding electrochemical stability and also undergoes only one reversible
reduction and oxidation in solid state which make them candidate as Donor/Acceptor
polymer for PV technology.

Keywords: Perylene, Naphthalene, Donor/Acceptor Polymer, High Molar Absorptivity
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ÖZ

Fosil yakıtlarının artan tüketimi karşısında, yeni PV teknolojilerinin geliştirilmesi
zaruridir ve enerji talebinin karşılanması için tek kurtuluş yolu olarak gözükmektedir.
Birincil

amaç,

maliyet

ve

güç

dönüşüm

verimliliği

arasındaki

tutarlılığın

gerçekleştirilmesidir. Ayrıca, elektriksel, ısı, fiziksel ve kimyasal özellikleri bakımından
dengeli yeni materyallerin uygulanabirliği belirlenmelidir.

Bu tezde, fotovoltaik uygulamalarda yeni nesil organik yarı-iletken malzeme olarak
kullanılmak üzere düşük bant aralığına sahip aromatik poliimidlerin sentezi
gerçekleştirilmiştir. Bu amaçla, ticari olarak temin edilebilen naftalin ve perilen organik
yarı iletkenler ile fonksiyonlandırılmış kitozan tabanlı iki aromatik poliimid ile daha
önce sentezlenmiş olan naftalin esaslı yüksek molekül ağırlıklı poliimidin fotofiziksel,
termal ve elektrokimyasal özellikleri NMR, FTIR, GPC, UV-vis, Fluoresans, DSC, TGA

ve voltametri ölçümleri ile karakterize edilmiştir.

Sentezlenen maddeler, hidrofobik kromofor birimlerinin hidrofilik yapıdaki polimerlere
dahil edilmesiyle ağ-benzeri bir yapı oluşturmuş olup iyi bir çözünürlüğe sahiptirler. Her
bir polimer, yüksek molar soğurma katsayısına ve olağanüstü termal kararlılıpa sahiptir.
Poliimidler eksimer tipi emisyon ve aggregasyon oluşumuna sahip olduklarından hem
temelde hem de uyarılmış halde elektroaktif türlere sahiptirler. Sentezlenen ürünler,
elektrokimyasal kararlılığa sahip olup, katı halde geri dönüşümlü oksidasyon ve
redüksiyon potansiyeline sahiptir. Bu özellikleri sayesinde, PV teknolojisi için elektron
donör/akseptör polimer olarak potansiyel birer adaydırlar.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Perilen, Naftalin, Donör/Akseptör Polimer, Yüksek Molar
Soğurum
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The development of new solar cell technology is fundamental with rapidly increasing
consumption of fossil fuels and seems to be the only way to cover future energy
demand. The primary objective is accomplished efficiency between cost and power
conversion efficiency. The important part of the cost of solar panels are coming from
their materials and manufacturing procedure. Currently, commercial inorganic solar
cells, mostly based on silicon, require a thick layer of silicon to capture light
effectively. The fabrication is complicated and production of silicon crystal is
laborious and long-lasting process. Organic photovoltaic cells (OPCs) are good
candidates for the next generation of solar cell. Compare to the silicon based
inorganic photovoltaic cells (IPCs), OPCs have the advantages of lightweight,
flexible, easily fabricated at low temperatures and they have a less negative impact to
the environment [1]. The development of organic based semiconductors for
optoelectronic devices e.g. photovoltaic cells (PCs), emitting diodes (LEDs), or fieldeffect transistors (FETs) is a challenging task of current research [2] and their main
advantages are tunability of their optical and electron transport properties by
chemical synthesis [3]. Well established balance between the device performance,
ease of fabrication and operational stability allows us to get electro active, low band
gap semiconductors for the desired applications [4].
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1.1 Photovoltaic Cell
Photovoltaic (PV) cell, also called solar cell, is a device that converts solar energy
into electric current. In general, PV cell is defined as a system where light falling on
a solid or liquid system and produce electrical current between two electrodes. All of
the photovoltaic material practically consist of a semiconductor material and a p-n
junction that photocurrent generated along the surface. PV cells are located inside a
panel where electrically connected with each other, so-called photovoltaic panel.
Photovoltaic panels have a sheet of translucent glass surface and this surface protects
semi-conductive material against impact and abrasion. In order to capture a
reasonable amount of sunlight, currently available photovoltaic cells should have a
thick layer between 180-240 μm and made up of bulk materials such as silicon
derivatives (amorphous silicon, mono or poly crystalline silicon), the III-V
compounds and alloys (cadmium telluride, CdTe) and the chalcopyrite compound
(copper indium gallium diselenide, CIGS) [5]. The last group consists of the
nanocrystals and used as quantum-dots. Other materials are organic dyes and organic
polymers that forming thin-film layers.

1.2 Configuration of Photovoltaic Cell
To make an efficient solar device, photon absorption and electron mobility should be
effective also. Because of different physical properties of inorganic and organic
molecules, the configuration of photovoltaic cell based on each technology is
significantly different also.

Commercial silicon based photovoltaic panel consist of many photovoltaic cells and
each cell made up of positive layer (n-type), which has free electrons, and negative
layer (p-type), which is lacking free electrons, to create electric field. When the
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surface of the cell is exposed to electromagnetic radiation, the photons of the sunlight are absorbed by the n-type semiconductor. This energy causes the electrons of
n-type semiconductor to become free and excite from valance band to the conduction
band. The electrons starts to flow from through n-type part to p-type part of the cell
through a metal wire, transfer energy while moving around the electrical field, and
then back into its initial position. This movement of electrons in photovoltaic cell
generates electricity.

Figure 1.1: Schematic Band Structure and Molecular Orbital Diagram for Silicon and
Organic Compound as Examples of Inorganic and Organic Semiconductors,
respectively.
Working principle of OPCs is quite different on a light absorption. OPCs do not
directly create free charge carriers in contrast to IPCs; instead, bound electron–hole
pairs called excitons are generated by photoexcitation in the organic material. As a
result of OPCs are excitonic, when sun-light is absorbed, an electron is excited form
HOMO energy level to the LUMO energy level forming an exciton. In order to
generate an electric current, these photogenerated excitons must be diffused to
3

donor-acceptor interface, where dissociate into free electrons and holes. Electrons are
collected at the aluminium electrode and holes are introduced at the ITO electrode.
Excitons have only few order of 10nm diffusion lengths, therefore absorption layer
should be very thin for all excitons to reach the interface. However, for most OPCs,
the film thickness is in the range of 100 nm. Different approaches have been studied
to overcome this problem. Nowadays, the most popular strategy, donor and acceptor
material blended into each other to provide proper movement [6].

The importance of the use of solar energy is growing a little more with each passing
year with the depletion of hydrocarbon based fuels and global warming. Today,
scientific studies about photovoltaic cells were mainly divided into two groups
including inorganic and organic base; the inorganic photovoltaic cells (IPCs) and
organic based organic photovoltaic cells (OPCs).
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1.3 Inorganic Photovoltaic Cells (IPCs)
The first generation photovoltaic technology was started by discovering of
photovoltaic effect (light induce voltage) by E. Becquerel in 1839. C. Fritts showed
first solid-state photovoltaic cell in 1883 by depositing a thin gold layer on selenium
semiconductor. The semiconductor was used for light absorption and charge
separation was occurred at the internal electric field. These two fundamental
processes are the basis of today’s silicon-based photovoltaic cells. The first modern
photovoltaic cell was patented in 1946 by Ohl and demonstrated in 1954 at Bell
Laboratories. This cell constructed with mono crystalline silicon for light absorption
and a p-n junction for charge separation, with a power conversion of ~5% [7]. With
that innovation, remarkable attention has been directed towards to develop the silicon
technology up to date.

The IPCs use inorganic semiconductors include amorphous silicone, mono or poly
crystalline silicone, microcrystalline silicone, and cadmium telluride, and copper
indium gallium diselenide. Other cell types (thin film photovoltaic cells) have been
developed to compete with silicon based cells either in terms of low cost of
production or in terms of advanced efficiencies. All of these materials have energy
band gaps varying from 1.1 eV to about 1.7 eV, which it is quite close to the
optimum energy band gap (1.5 eV).

Although improving efficiency in last fifty years (up to ~25% for crystalline silicon
and ~40% for tandem cells) and 90% of the solar cell industry dominated by IPCs,
developments in silicon technology can not reach to an adequate level. In the case of
silicon based photovoltaic cells, the biggest problem is manufacturing cost; Solar
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cells require a relatively thick layer of well-processed silicon for a consistent amount
of photon capture and silicon purification is very expensive process. There is also
other limitations exist about silicon technology such as, material inconsistencies,
toxicity, poor solubility in solvents, and inability to directly melt process. Because of
these problems, improvements in silicone technology were not impressive in last
decades. Despite there have been many studies done to find the solution, notably
thin-film fabrication technologies and multi-junction approach, there are several
practical problems about application [8].

Thin-film based IPCs describes a solar cell technology that is based on use
compounds made of III-V elements in the periodic table, for instance; GaAs, GaSb,
and InP, as a single or multiple junctions (sometimes refer to as tandem junctions)
semiconductor layer to absorb sunlight nearly all off the spectrum, thus convert into
electricity as much as possible. These materials have strong absorption, have near
optimum band gap energies around 1.4 eV, and also have excellent charge carrier
properties.

This

makes

them

attractive

materials

for

second

generation

semiconductors.

Single-junction photovoltaic cells generally composed of GaAs and InP that have
conversion efficiencies 25.8% and 21.9%, respectively. In a single-junction IPCs, a
very high percentage of the usable energy is lost, because photons which have lower
energy than band gap are not absorbed and photons which have higher energy than
band gap is lost as heat energy. A series of studies have demonstrated that using
tandem photovoltaic cells, such loses may be minimized causing much higher
efficiency solar cells. IPCs based on multiple-junction thin films contain more than
one junction (GaxIn1-xAs or GayIn1-yP with different ratio) and each junction has
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different energies of band gap which is responsible for light absorption in a particular
region of the solar spectrum. Under one-sun illumination, the performance of this
tandem cells is around 34%. Beside other silicon based IPCs, some tandem
technologies have been commercialized including silicon in either amorphous or
crystalline form with about 12-20% efficiency.

A well-proven approach to improve photovoltaic cell technology is the using of
tandem cell structure. By far the main drawback with using III-IV compounds in
solar cell devices is the astronomical cost of manufacturing process and expensive
materials. This is because these metals rarely occur in the nature; consequently large
amount of metal required by solar industry also creates shortage of raw materials.
Deformations in crystal structure and unwanted impurities gravely reduce cell
performances and alternative low-cost deposition methods can not be utilized,
because of electrical properties of each layer has to be well matched. These cells are
also not mechanically strong as silicon-based solar cells and are easily cleaved.
Another issue is the use and recycling of highly toxic metals (such as cadmium), thus
this technology is not environmentally friendly. These disadvantages have led to
tandem solar cells not being considered as a promising candidate for terrestrial
photovoltaic cells. Multiple junction IPCs generally find applications in producing
energy for aerospace applications and concentrator systems [9].
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1.4 Organic Photovoltaic Cells (OPCs)
An Organic Photovoltaic Cell (OPC) is a group of solar cell that based on organic
electronics for light absorption and charge transport. PCs are actually composed of
many components, which includes metal cathode and ITO anode, but essentially
organic semiconductors. This is because organic semiconductor is an active element.
Small organic chromophores or large organic polymers forming the electron donor
and acceptor materials of OPCs which optical absorption and charge transfer depend
on a partially delocalized π‒π conjugated systems. A π‒π conjugated system is a
system of covalently bonded carbon atoms with ranging from single and double
bonds sequentially. These systems possessing delocalized π electrons that result from
hybridization of carbon π orbitals and forming the delocalized bonding π orbital with
a π* antibonding orbital. The band gap energy between HOMO and LUMO
determines which wavelength of sunlight can be absorbed by OPC.

Figure 1.2: Typical Organic Photovoltaic Device
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The worldwide application of photovoltaic cells demands competitive efficiency,
cost and stability. OPCs systems are promising candidates over IPCs in a costeffective way with state of art PCE (power conversion efficiencies) approaching 8%.
The aim for the OPCs so called third generation photovoltaic cells is to produce
electricity at a large scale with competitive price [10-11]. Extensive research in this
field has been carried out by the intrinsic advantages of organic materials; high light
absorption, tunability by chemical tailoring to incorporate suitable electronic
features, ease of processing in large area as well as low manufacturing cost and they
are replacing ISCs in most cases [12-15].

To obtain effective photo-electric conversion in OPCs, various types of organic
materials have been used for the manufacture of organic solar cell active layers either
small molecule [16], combination of small molecule / conjugated polymer [17 ],
conjugated polymers [18-19], non conjugated polymers [1], or combination of
inorganic / organic hybrid materials [20]. Although small molecules have certain
advantages over polymer counterparts regarding well defined molecular structure and
weight, and high purity [21], they show restricted solubility in common solvents and
are usually deposited by vacuum deposition techniques where polymeric materials
can be deposited in thin films by many cheap techniques such as spray coating,
screen printing, spin-coating [22.]. In contrast to small molecules, organic polymers
have attracted more and more consideration for solar cell applications due to their
strong absorption ability, good film forming ability, easy processability, etc. [23].

The performance of charge generation in OPCs has been reported to be due to
several factors, including cell morphology, the existence of electric field, the
dielectric constant of the donor/acceptor blend film, the mobility of charge carrying
9

species, the free-energy difference forcing charge separation, the strength (durability)
of electronic interactions at junction interface [24]. It is an extremely crucial task to
increase the charge-generation efficiency that based on the presence of
Coulombically bound charge transfer species at junction points. The dissociation of
exciton particles into free charge carriers, shown in Figure 1.3, is an essential
parameter for determine the PCE. Some small molecules and polymers with flat
structures such as anthracene [25], pyrene [26], naphthalene [27], and perylene [28]
have been reported to form excimers or aggregates by π‒π interactions. In OPCs,
excimer formation could altered the fluorescence emission properties of molecules
and polymers, thus, excimer or exciplex formation indicates important charge
transportations between low-band gap organic polymers. Enhanced π‒π interactions
could improve their charge-carrier ability, and thus enhance the power conversion
efficiency.
1.4.1 Basic parameters in OPCs
Organic charge transporting materials can be categorized as electron- or holetransport materials based on π-conjugated compounds (molecular or polymeric)
where migrate under the effect of an electric field. These materials results from by
removing/adding electrons from filled and empty molecular orbitals, respectively
[29]. In usually, for a successful organic photovoltaic cell three important parameters
have to be optimized to obtain highly efficient photovoltaic cell i) Photon
Absorption, ii) Charge Generation and Diffusion, and iii) Charge Transportation and
Collection [30-31].

Photon Absorption: To create an electric current in any photovoltaic cell, the photons
of light must be collected efficiently. To maximize photon collection, the absorption
10

spectrum of n-type material should be sufficiently matched with the solar emission
spectrum and the wideness of the photoactive layer should be thick to absorb the
entire incident light. N-type semiconductor needs a minimum energy, named as band
gap energy, to excite its electrons to higher energy levels. HOMO-LUMO band gap
is equivalent to the energy required to free a valance’s electron from its orbit and to
become a mobile charge carrier. The band gap is a major factor determining the
electrical conductivity and feasibility of any photovoltaic cell. Only photons of
sunlight are able to provide this energy, or more. To a better overlap with the
electromagnetic spectrum is achieved by lowering the HOMO/LUMO band gap of ntype semiconductor. Therefore, it is highly preferable to synthesize photoactive
chemicals with broader light absorption through lowering the optical band gap
without sacrificing molar extinction coefficient and charge transport abilities. The
semiconductors commonly used in solar cells have band gap within the range 0.5-3.0
eV. Increasing the thickness of the layer is advantageous for the absorption of light,
but the charge transport is hampered.

Charge Generation and Diffusion: During the conversion of light into electrical
energy, charge generation and diffusion are also one of the key criteria in the
photovoltaic devices. To create a working solar cell, n-type and p-type
semiconductors are sandwiched between two electrodes to collect charges. After the
absorption of sunlight, OPCs generate neutral charges and strongly bound electronhole pairs, named as exciton. Since excitons are neutral their transport is not affected
by any electric field. Charge diffusion, or exciton diffusion, can be regard as a series
of successful hopping transfer steps between molecular and polymeric repeating
units. The characteristic exciton diffusion length of OPCs is ~10-20 nm and these
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photogenerated charges have to transport to the electrodes without recombination in
order to generate photocurrent. Additionally, some of the sun-light energy is wasted
via radiative or non-radiative ways. Therefore, it is important that formation of
photogenerated charges need to be thermodynamically and kinetically favourable. In
this manner, the length of the potential intermolecular barriers can be shortened with
close packing of the molecules and planar molecular framework will lead to better
exciton diffusion properties than the bulky molecular structures.

Charge Transportation and Collection: During the hopping transport process, the
photogenerated

charges

(holes

and

electrons)

have

disassociated

at

the

semiconductor/electrode surface and then they start to localize their corresponding
electrodes and should enter to the external circuit without any interface problems.
The ability of the charge collection process at the electrodes can not be easy due to
complexity of electrode/semiconductor interface layer.
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Figure 1.3: Fundamental Steps Occuring in PV Cell; 1-Generation of exciton by
photoexcitation of donor, 2- Exciton diffusion to the Donor/Acceptor junction, 3Dissociation of bound excitons to form geminate electron-hole pair at
Donor/Acceptor interface, 4-Charge transportation and collection at external
electrodes (electrons are collected at the Al electrode and holes are collected at ITO
electrode) (Eg: optical band gap, LD: longer diffusion length)
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Chapter 2

THEORETICAL

2.1 Organic/Polymer Photovoltaic Cells
One new major photovoltaic technology, organic polymer solar cell, is based on
conjugated or non-conjugated organic polymer molecules. This technology has
attracted remarkable attention in the last decade owing their as a promising approach.
Due to the differences in mechanism between OPCs and IPCs, the size of OPC needs
to be naturally different from counter part. Inorganic materials generally possess
thick layer (micro-scale size). However, the layer thickness of most organic
semiconductors can be kept thin (nano-scale size) with preserving high absorption
capacity and good charge transport properties [32]. OPCs systems have advantage
over IPCs in cost but efficiency remain too low. OPCs will take place IPCs sooner or
later in solar cells as they have been gradually started to replace IPCs in many areas
such as light-emitting diodes, laser printers, and photocopiers that depends a
combination of flexibility, low cost, and large area. [33-34]. Although IPCs are too
expensive to fabricate, OPCs have low cost production in high volumes due to
flexibility of organic materials [35]. This feature of organic molecules makes them
strongly fruitful for novel phototechnologic applications. One alternative is a next
generation of photovoltaic cells, based on organic/polymer photovoltaic cells.
Conjugated and non-conjugated polymers can be tailored at molecular level to alter
their properties. By extension of π- π system and/or adding functional groups to the
organic polymers can lower the band-gap energy level of the solar cell that gives the
14

chance of achieving reasonably high power conversion efficiency. Therefore, there is
a growing interest to the engineering new organic optoelectronic devices; particularly
polymer based solar cells that provide structurally controllable properties including
low band gap light absorption, high conductivity, charge transport, ionic interactions
and aggregation phenomena.

In a very short time, the development of polymeric devices has reached 7.4% with a
rapid increase in power conversion efficiencies and they become as an alternative
route to the new organic photovoltaic technology, to design novel devices to
compensate high optical absorption and enhance electron mobility. Moreover,
polymer based OPCs have direct band gap of energy generally ranging from 1.5 to 3
eV. Exteremely high molar excinction coefficient of organic semiconductors
represents possibility for fabrication of very thin OPCs (100-150 nm) and therefore,
only very few amount of these materials is required for production of PV cell [3638].
2.1.1 Aromatic Polyimides
Amongst many kinds of conjugated polymers that have been worked, polythiophene,
poly(p-phenylenevinylene and poly(alkylfluorene) derivatives are typical electron
donor (p-type ) semiconductors. On the other hand, the power conversion efficiency
of solar cells with these polymers is limited due to their relatively high band gap
energies. To most preferred way to overcome this challenge is attached n-type
semiconductor to the system. By utilizing internal-charge transfer from p-type
(electron donating) to n-type (electron accepting) moiety leads to low-band gap
photovoltaic cells. Light absorption of conjugated polymers are usually strong in the
visible region, unfortunately fullerene molecules, the most widely used class of n-
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type semiconductor, have fairly poor absorption in the visible spectral range. Thus,
instead of fullerene molecules using brand new n-type electron acceptor will enhance
light absorption of organic solar cell devices [39-40].

Aromatic polyimides (PIs) were produced by first time by Marston Bogert in 1908.
The first synthesized high molecular weight aromatic polyimides were obtained by
two step polycondensation reaction of pyromellitic dianhydride with diamines in
1955. Since then, intense research works have been focused on the development of
new aromatic PIs based on organic compounds for electronic and optoelectronic
devices due to their unique electrical properties, high mechanical strength, thermooxidative stability, and high radiation and solvent resistance. As a result of highly
symmetrical plane and highly polar groups, aromatic PIs were equipped with rigid
chains and strong inter- and intra- molecular interactions, which results charge
transfer complex formation and electronic polarization. Moreover, it is possible to
use PIs for long term applications at temperatures up to 200 °C, whereas short-tem
operations are possible up to 480°C. Furthermore, PIs display also exceptional
physico-mechanical properties in a wide temperature range and have excellent great
radiation resistance and dominant semiconductor characteristics. These features
allow PIs to dominate in a diverse range of applications; as heat-resistant polymers in
high temperature plastics, dielectrics, photoresists, adhesives, nonlinear optical
materials, Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) films, and membrane materials for separation; as
electroactive components in the field of defense, aerospace, opto-electronics,
electroluminescent devices, electrochromic materials, liquid crystal alignments,
composites, polymer electrolyte fuel cells, fiber optics, polymer memories, etc. [4142].
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Materials that possess low band gap energy are being developed to alter silicon
dioxide in semiconductor industry. Designing PIs with low band gap energy, good
processability, and high thermal stability is of real interest in the area of electronic
industry. Polymers with low band gap energy (<3eV) can be used in large scale
integration or integrated circuits. The low band gap energy is one of the most
charming properties of PI materials for electronic applications. In order to achieve
polymer architecture with low band gap energy, incorporating aromatic rings into
flexible polymer chain can be lowered band gap energy [43]. Aromatic PIs,
considering the structure of imide component, are divided into two classes; namely
compounds with five- and six-membered imide rings. Polynaphthaleneimides (PNIs)
and polyperyleneimides (PPIs) are the polymers with six-membered imide rings.
When compared with conventional five-membered phthalic PIs, they denote
enhanced thermal and chemical resistance under harsh conditions. Among the types
of PIs studied, commonly obtained from 1,4,5,8-naphthalene tetracarboxylic
dianhydride (NDA) and 3,4,9,10-peryelene tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PDA), have
alerted considerable interest in years. [44-46].
2.1.2 Perylene Polyimides
Perylene based colorants have received extensive attention in academic as well as
industrial dye and pigment research. Perylene diimides (PDIs) initially applied for
industrial purposes, such as red vat dyes, and several members of perylene diimide
derivates, as dye pigment, have started to use for automotive industry after 1950s. In
recent years, applications of functionalized PDIs and their polymeric derivatives
have attracted significant interest in the field of electronic materials. They act as an
important class of n-type organic semiconductors, because of easily reduction at low
potential. This n-type semiconductivity of Perylene dyes is associated with their high
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electron affinity, which makes them most promising for application in PV
technology. Due to the encouraging combination of optical, redox and stability
properties of PDIs and lately PPIs were extensively studied. They exhibit high
extinction coefficient (extinction coefficient, ε, is ~80000 M-1 cm-1 in comparison to
that of P3HT ~ 20000 M-1 cm-1), high fluorescence quantum yield up to 100% with
outstanding thermal and photochemical stability [47]. Contrast to inorganic based
semiconductors, PDIs can be used for low-cost operations like spin-coating,
evaporating and printing and used in fabricating a variety of optoelectronic devices
[48]. Perylene based-polymers are potential canditates as electron transporting
components in OLEDs (organic light emitting diodes) [49], semiconductive material
for OFETs [50], as photovoltaic material for solar energy conversion [39], as
fluorescent labelling dye for bio-imaging [51].

The evolution of current solar cell based on organic molecules and polymers will
come true with the design of new functional units for the purposes of charge
generation/transfer and charge collection at the electrodes [52]. One of the biggest
attractive properties of PDIs and PPIs is their versatile optical and electrochemical
properties. This is because; PDIs and PPIs can be readily designed not only at the
anhydride oxygen groups but also its α-position and β-position of “bay region” of the
aromatic core that provides the tunability of the photo electronic properties of
perylenes. Functionlization in anhydride position can be easily achieved by the
imidization of aromatic perylene core using a wide variety of amines but has limited
impact upon the optical and electrochemical properties. Derivatization of perylene
core can be altered also via the formation of halogenated perylene species at the bay
region (1, 6, 7 and/or 12 positions) of the aromatic core and subsequent replacement
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of the halide groups with a diversity of chemical functionalities. Modifications on
bay area can dramatically tuned the optical and electrochemical properties [53].
Consequently, the modification of these positions varies the absorption of the light
from near ultra-violet up to the near infrared region. Most perylene derivatives,
particularly PPIs, also demonstrate the ability of self-assemble formations via
amphiphilic interactions as well as π-π stacking. Different orientations, such as H- or
J- aggregations, may be occurred and promotes enhanced electronic communication
with the neighbouring chromophore and this event may have caused the
improvement of electron mobilities and/or charge transport on the whole molecule.
To prevent electrical shortcuts in devices, smooth and pinhole free films are
essential. For that reason, polymeric forms of organic semiconductor employ to
develop the film forming ability of the device and also its attachment to other PV cell
layers.

From the application viewpoint, blending of perylene chromophore into a polymer
would be obtain mechanically strong materials with the attractive properties and
increase the lifetime of the organic based electronic device. An exciting application
of such a promising material for OPCs is to replace expensive and bad film-forming
fullerene derivatives [54]. As a second aspect, usually the planarity of the perylene
core is retained if the polymer attached to the carbocyclic scaffold. To design
efficient OPC, charge transport should be concerned. As a consequence, the
formation of extended PDI stacks that exhibit excimer like emission pronounced
efficient charge transportation along the columnar pathway [55].
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2.1.3 Naphthalene Polyimides
Unlike the higher analogues of the imide substituted rylene dyes like perylene,
terrylene and quaterrylene, naphthalenecarboxylicdiimide derivatives absorb light
below 400 nm and as result they possess low fluorescence quantum yield (Φf) and
weakly emit in the visible region of the spectrum. They are neutral, planar and
chemically redox- active materials with high thermal stabilities [56]. However, with
the extensive studies on high performance (high-mobility, environmentally stable)
polymers, naphthalene based polyimides with an extended π‒π surface become one
of the most potential n-type semiconductors class for designing conducting organic
materials, due to their low dielectric constants, high thermal stabilities and good
mechanical properties [57]. One method to obtain both thermally stable and highly
processable naphthalene polyimide is to interpenetrate naphthalene chromophore into
a polymer network. Functionalization of naphthalenediimide into a polymer
expanded the scope of application of these molecules such as for OFETs (organic
field effect transistors) and solar cells due to their highly favourable π‒π stacking
properties, strong absorption and fluorescence and upgraded charge carrier mobilities
[58]. Due to efficient intermolecular π‒π electron delocalization, the charge carrier
mobility of materials that assemble from planar chromophores is generally
maximized by the π‒π stacking and hence conductivity increases [59]. The different
types of supramolecular forces such as π‒π stacking, hydrogen bonding have been
applied to develop highly ordered supramolecular architectures. Because of these
non-covalent interactions, these well organized molecules can be find applications in
electronic devices.
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In summary, all the studies performed up to date on PPI and NPI based OPCs have
shown that use of this kind of materials are promising for PV technology due to
following reasons: (i) high molar extinction coefficient in the visible region makes it
good light harvester (ii) the high stabilities against light and heat are expected to
meet the necessity of a realistic outdoor operating solar cell in the future (iii) the
molecular frame can be altered easily at different positions by bearing substituents
and therefore their charming properties can be tuned further by structure variation.
2.1.4 Application of Perylene and Naphthalene Polyimides
Perylene and Naphthalene polyimides are members of high-performance aromatic
polyimides that have received widespread attention in both acedemic and industrial
centres because of their specific properties, that is, excellent thermal stability,
electrical property, and mechanical strength. Moreover, PPIs and NDIs are worthy
due to their photo-stabilities, photo-chemical behaviour, photo-conductive and good
electron acceptor properties [60]. These compounds are highly efficient in terms of
prospective applications in organic molecular electronics and related areas,
exemplary as materials for developing high efficiency PV cells [61], for fabrication
of light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) [62] or organic fied effect transistors (OFETs) [6364], as organic cation exchange membrane for polymer electrolyte fuel cell [41,65].

Bulk heterojunction (BHJ) photovoltaic cells incorporating polyimide-based acceptor
polymers are amongst the most effective all polymer photovoltaic cells to be
reported. Thelaktat and co-workers synthesized donor-acceptor diblock polyacrylate
polymers carrying with pendant PDI units and triphenylamine as electron- and holetransporting components respectively [66]. Similarly, NIU Hai-jun et al. reported
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novel linear-star shaped triphenylamine containing naphthalene polyimide to exhibit
the effect of topological architecture on the photophysical performance of BHJ [61].

Figure 2.1: Configuration of Bulk Heterojunction (BHJ) Solar Cell
There are challenging published examples of polymer based on imide-functionalized
π-system for light emitting diodes (LEDs). Ego et al., developed several polymer
light emitting diodes (PLEDs) by blending perylene chromophore on polyfluorene
backbone, at the chain termini,tor as side chains which leads to tuning of emission
colour [62]. H.-K. Shim et al., also developed various fully conjugated carbazole and
naphthalene based copolymers by incorporating naphthalene units into polymer
chain, which can emit white light electroluminescent emission originating from
excimer formation [67].

Such polyimides are generally investigated to meet the key requirements of OFETs,
such as excellent charge transport ability, chemical stability, solubility in most of the
common solvents, and inexpensive solution or low temperature processing. Facchetti
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et al. synthesized naphthalenedicarboxyimide based n-type polymer molecule and
successfully deposited into organic thin film transistor, which possess high electron
mobilities up to ~0.45‒0.85 cm2V-1s-1 in ambient conditions [63]. Wang et al.
designed and fabricated a novel perylene polyimide derivative with amphipilic
character, into an OFET device by Langmuir-Blodgett technique and shows much
more better performance than its monomeric derivative because of face to face
structure of perylene molecules in polymer [64].

Nowadays, Nafion, is a perfluorosulfanicacid polymer, used for electrode coating in
fuel cell technologies. Because of its limitations, aromatic polyimides have been
commonly investigated as potential proton exchange membrane material as a solid
polyelectrolyte. Liu et al. reported the synthesis and properties of two series of
sulfonated naphthalene polyimide derivatives carrying –CF3 units on the
naphthalimide. A polymer which incorporated with 50% sulfonated monomer
denotes approximately two times more performance than Nafion membranes [68].
2.1.5 Non-covalent interactions in aromatic polyimides
Transfer of solar energy into an electrical current is a fundamental aspect of
photoconversion in OPCs. The mechanism of the photoconversion is still not well
understood. But like nature, with the absorption of light in OPCs energy is
transferred as excitons to the junction point where mobile excitons finally dissociate
into electron-hole pairs. Strong intermolecular non-covalent interactions and
geometrically and also energetically well organized chromophores tend to promote
movement of excitons [69]. Multichromophoric arrays, that absorb sun light and
transmit the excitation energy quickly and effectively to a designated acceptor point,
are of great attention for probing the mechanisms of energy migration among
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chromophores. To achieve this, a deeply effective cooperation is required between
the chromophores that are arranged in well-define geometries. This can be utilized by
non-covalent interactions such as π‒π stacking, hydrogen bonding interactions, and
solvophonic effects [70].

In recent years, the latest fashion in the construction of new multichromophoric
systems is integration of chromophores into polymer. The role of polymer is very
important, acts like bridge that anchors the chromophores and controls the
displacement of the rings and let them to communicate electronically. The bridge,
that provides structural motif, mediates not only π‒π stacking but also formation of
weak electronic coupling by non covalent hydrogen bonding interactions between the
chromophores [71]. This new technology opens the way to development of
innovative supramolecular systems and also to enhancement of the energy
displacement of the photoactive entities in the array. By altering the individual
properties of both chromophore and polymer may result wider absorption range and
a better control on the energy transfer flow.
2.1.5.1 π‒π Stacking System
In the field of OPCs e.g. photogenerating dyes for photoconductors, the π‒π
interactions between organic planar π‒conjugated molecules play a crucial role and
this aggregation phenomena initially affects performance by changing absorption and
fluorescence spectra and also alters the power conversion efficiency and charge
mobilities [72-73]. One of the most remarkable features of PDI and NDI derivatives
is their tendency to self assemble in π-stacks. The π‒π interactions of the PDIs and
NDIs are the dominant driving forces leading to the aggregation of the chromophores
to create photo physically active assemblies. While the π‒π stacking facilitate the
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molecular aggregation of these dyes, the nature of the aggregation can be modulated
by integration of these chromophores into polymeric cage which capacitate the
efficient conduction of excitons within the aggregates and the features of the OPC
commonly enhance with increasing structural order [74-75]. From the application
point of view, polymer based OPCs should be highly promising devices for
photofunctional

applications

thus

may

overcome

obstacles

arising

from

morphological problems encountered in OPCs.

Lately, B. Y. Liu et al. constructed a nanoscopic supra-molecular aggregate result
from perylene diimides bridged cyclodextrin conjugates, a class of cyclic
oligosaccharides, via π‒π stacking interactions. The π‒stacking behaviour of selfassembly was studied with UV-vis, fluorescence and 1H NMR spectrophotometer in
various organic and aqueous solvents. The distance between π‒π stacking units
calculated as 4.02 Å according to the X-ray powder measurements which is higher
than common π‒π aggregating distance (~3.50 Å) of PDIs [76]. The nematic ordered
perylene containing polyimides, in which perylene containing main-chain folded by
strong intermolecular π‒electron delocalization between adjacent perylene diimide
moieties described by Sundararajan and coworkers [77].

E. Schab-Balcerzak et al. synthesized and characterized novel two low band gap
poly(azomethine-naphthalene diimide) compounds with thiophene and bithiophene
rings in the range from 1.31 to 1.37 eV that could from highly delocalised π-system
[78]. P. Piyakulawat et al. also reported another low bandgap copolymer comprise of
NDI and thiophene derivative and fabricated into BHJ solar cell with 0.40% power
conversion efficiency under the illumination of AM 1.5 (100mW/cm2) [79].
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G. Qi et al. developed a series of linear perylene tetracarboxylic mono-anhydride
derivatives for DSSCs with high molar extinction coefficients. Because of the
extended π-conjugation, the energy transfer performance from donor segment to
acceptor segment are almost 100% estimated from fluorescence quenching that
improves the solar energy conversion [80].
2.1.5.2 H-bonding System
Besides the traditional intrinsic π–π interactions between dyes backbones, one field
of intense interest in last years has been the improvement of other intermolecular
forces that can orient the formation of fascinating supramolecular architectures with
encouraging outcomes. H-bonding is selective, more specific and moderately strong
and that makes it powerful tool for modelling larger motifs from small building
blocks. [81]. Hydrogen bonds have higher binding energies than other bonds (π‒π
stacking, Van der Waals forces and dipole‒dipole interactions) and are considered as
one of the most significant forces to be used for the construction of various
molecular aggregates [82]. In conjunction with aromatic π-stacking, weak noncovalent interactions like aromatic C‒H ••• π and aromatic C‒H ••• O interactions
take a role in directing self assembly of molecular strands [83;]. The appropriate
combinations of molecular assemblies with π‒π stacking and hydrogen bonding
interactions affect the orientation and closeness of these materials. A smoot, wellordered film with intermolecular actions is beneficial to manifold the charge mobility
in OPCs by creating new excitonic states [84.]. The geometrically arrangement of
NDIs or PDIs in polymeric network structure could favour the H-bond formation
which enabling weak electronic coupling between the dye molecules to construct
different types of aggregates.
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Lately, Y. Jung et al. synthesized uniform and highly ordered semiconducting
nano/macro wire patterns of tridodecyloxyphenyl-functionalized perylene dyes
which demonstrates strong self assembling tendency originating from augmented
intermolecular H-bonding interactions. Electrical conductivities of these nano/macro
wire arrays measured as 1.93 ± 0.47 x 10-6 S cm-1 [85]. The mutual effects of
hydrogen bonding and π‒π stacking on self organization of arylene dyes was studied
by Jancy and Asha. The presence of hydrogen bonding force between aromatic cores
affects the mechanism of π‒π stacking of the polymer at low and high incorporation
of diimides [60]. Self assembled naphthalenebisimide based heterodimer was
reported with improved charge mobilities for OFETs due to hydrogen bonding
between the aminoimide groups [86]
2.1.5.3 Ambipolar Charge Trasport
Organic compounds have commonly used as unipolar materials and this limits their
feasibility for photonic applications. Ambiphilic polymers which are usually
composed of covalently attachment of hydrophobic chromophores into hydrophilic
polymers have interesting properties worth of study. These are electrochemically
reduced and oxidized to carbo-anions and carbo-cations, respectively. Since they
have ability to transport both hole and electrons, they can be used as n-type and ptype charge carriers to develop optoelectronically active polymeric materials [87].
One of the most favourite approaches to fabricate low band gap polymers is the
utilization of the ambipolar charge transfer interactions between electron-rich donor
and electron-deficient acceptor in the polymer backbone. However, a very few of
examples of organic polymer semiconductors capable of ambipolar charge transport
have been reported in the literature. The copolymers based on PDI units attached in
bay areas with oligothiophene units, which is suitable for donor-acceptor polymeric
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PV systems have been described by Kazma et al and showed ambipolar
electrochemical properties [88]. Watson and co-workers reported a series of nine
NDI based ambipolar polymers in order to study charge transport properties for
OFETs by varying HOMO/LUMO energy levels. Only two of them showed
ambipolar transport characteristics with mobilities of >10-3 cm2V-1s-1 and 0.006-0.02
cm2V-1s-1 for holes and electrons respectively [58].
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2.1.5.4 Solvophobic interactions
Solvophobic effect describes the interactions between polar solvents which carrying
spatial H-bond network, and non-polar solutes. The solvophonic effect usually
involves two phenomena: solvophonic solvation and solvophonic interaction. In the
first phenomena-solvophonic solvation- solvophonic part of solutes surrounded by
solvent molecules which cause to stabilization of solute species. The second
phenomena-solvophonic interaction- refers to aggregation behaviour of non-polar
part of solute in solutions [89]. The energy level of organic compounds could affect
not only by the solvent polarity but also by their degree of polarizability. Thus, both
position and spectral shape of absorption and emission band of compounds may
varied. Very recently, solvent dependent fluorescent colour tunable oligomer
carrying hydrophilic hexa(ethylene glycol) unit and hydrophobic naphthalenebisimide dye has been reported by Icil and Bodapati. That oligomer emits yellow and
blue light in chloroform and methanol, respectively [90]. The arylene polymers
(PPIs/PNIs) are known to form π‒π aggregates in different solvents. Self-assembled
aggregates of arylene polymers can upgrade with exploiting solvophobic forces [84].
Studies have also revealed that the morphology and microstructure of amphiphilic
compounds have also varied by polarity of solvent. Chen and co-workers have
observed the effect of solvent on the morphology and structure of self assembling of
amphiphilic PDI-nanostructures. The self assemblies of PDI derivatives in methanol
and n-hexane result nanobelts and nanoleaves/sheets, respectively [91]. Lately,
aqueous supramolecular polymer formed from an amphiphilic perylene monomer has
been described by Wintgens and co-workers [92]
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2.2 Biopolyelectrolytes in Optoelectronics
Nowadays, there is a growing interest to the photoactive polymers (polyelectrolytes)
which have electrolyte units in the repeating order. There are two major classes of
polyelectrolytes; natural (polynucleotides, polypeptides and polysaccharides) and
synthetic polyelectrolytes (specific chromophores or π-conjugated polymers). They
are considered as important part of the photoactive devices, such as light-emitting
devices, nano tubes, biosensors, or solar energy conversion systems, which is arising
from the synergistic effect of dual functionality of ionizable electrolyte groups.
Polyelectrolytes provide unique set of properties, such as ionic conductivity, water
solubility, strong intra- and inter-chain interactions, interactions with ions in solution,
surface activity and a propensity to adsorb at interfaces. Recently, polyelectrolytes
have been applied in the formation of new type of thin film materials known as
polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs). PEMs can be constructed by using layer-bylayer deposition technique. These thin films decreases the thickness of solar cells to
the single-nanometer scale [93]. Furthermore, natural polyelectrolytes, especially
polysaccharides, have become more and more important over synthetic polymers for
their unique chemical, physical and biological properties [94].
2.2.1 Chitosan
Last studies of chitosan have received much great attention from academia and
industry due to their low cost and rich renewable resources. Chitosan, consisting
partly of β(1→4)-2-acetamido-2-deoxy-D-glucopyranose and mostly β(1→4)-2amino-2-deoxy-D-glucopyranose units, is the second most abundant linear
polysaccharide based biopolymer in the nature. Chitosan is commercially obtained
by partially de-acetylation of chitin. Chitosan and its derivatives can be employed in
many areas, such as optical and biomedical applications, environmental protection,
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waste water treatment, industrial, food processing and also agriculture [95-96].
Owing to its distinctive properties such as non-toxicity, biodegradability,
biocompatibility, and antibacterial properties, it is a “popular” biomaterial and used
in the field of optical, biosensing and biomedical research as “carrier” in gene
delivery and/or drug targeting systems, as “bio-imaging agent” to increase the
absorption of biotherapeutics [97-98]. Nowadays, it is frequently started to use for
photovoltaic applications, for instance as film forming material in PV cell [99], as
photoconductive resin [100], as proton exchange membrane in fuel cell [101].
Chitosan is an electron donating bio-polyelectrolyte which presents a range of
functional ionizable groups; free amine groups on deacetylated units, the hydroxyl
groups on the carbons and carboxyl groups on the acetylated units, aimed at
participating in energy or electron transfer processes. Thus, chitosan as an
electrically sensitive cationic polymer is potential polyelectrolyte for solar cells and
may forms highly conductive composite films for photovoltaic systems, especially
for carbon nanocomposites [102-103]. Despite the high-energy conversion efficiency
of DSSCs based on liquid electrolytes that has reached 11% under irradiation of AM
1.5, there are still important problems to be solved. The cationic character of chitosan
also offers good opportunities as solid electrolyte to enhance the conductivity and
film forming ability. With this way it can be prevent the problems in liquid
electrolyte PV cells such as high-temperature instability, electrolyte leakage and
solvent evaporation [104-105]. Furthermore, the attachment of chromophore
functionalized biopolyelectrolyte is a great oppurtinity for many applications. It was
expected that introducing an aromatic ring on chitosan biomaterial will improve its
conductivity by doping the aromatic proton conductors and also will balance its
hydrophilic-hydrophobic character. To do this, it will afford a highly stable proton
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exchange membrane for direct methanol fuell cells with good chemical and thermal
stailities [101]. Additionally, chitosan films have been announced to display good
mechanical properties. Chitosan polymers demonstrate a semi-interpenetrating
polymer-network system through the strong electrostatic and hydrogen bonding
interactions between amino, hydroxyl and carboxyl groups and forms high stable
framework [106].
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Chapter 3

EXPERIMENTAL

3.1 Materials
A

naphthalene-1,4,5,8-tetracarboxylic

dianhydride

(NDA),

perylene-3,4,9,10-

tetracarboxylic dianhydride (PDA), low molecular weight chitosan (CH), zinc
acetate, isoquinoline and m-cresol were purchased from Aldrich. Sodium
tetrafluoroborate (NaBF4) and ferrocene were supplied from Fluka. For studying of
photophysical measurements, pure spectroscopic grade organic solvents used directly
without any further purification. All the other chemicals and reagent grade solvents
were employed as received without further purification, unless stated otherwise.

3.2 Instruments
1

H and

13

C NMR spectra were obtained on a Burker AVANCE-500 spectrometer

operating at 400 MHz in CDCl3 + CF3COOD with TMS (tetramethylsilane) as an
internal reference. Infrared spectra of the samples in the transmission mode were
measured as potassium bromide (KBr) pellets on a Mattson Sattelite FT‒IR
spectrometer in the range of 4000 to 400 cm -1. UV-vis absorption spectra of the
solutions were examined on a Varian Cary-100 spectrophotometer and UV-vis
spectra of solid-states were recorded using a Perkin-Elmer UV/VIS/NIR Lambda 19
spectrometer, provided with solid-state accessories, in thin films. Emission and
photoexcitation spectra, and also fluorescent quantum yield of the CH-PPI using
dodecyl PDI (Φf = 1.00) as reference by exciting at 485 nm in chloroform and
fluorescent quantum yield of the CH-PNI using anthracene (Φf = 0.27) as reference
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by exciting at 360 nm in ethanol, were registered with Varian-Cary Eclipse
Fluorescence spectrometer. Elemental analyses were conducted with a Thermo
Finnigon Flash EA 112 model CHN elemental analyzer. Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) was performed using a Perkin-Elmer, TGA, Model, Pyris‒1; the glass
transition temperature (Tg) values of the compounds were determined at a heating
rate of 10 K min-1 under oxygen and nitrogen atmosphere. Differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) was undertaken using a Perkin-Elmer, DSC Model, Jade DSC
instrument; melting points (mps) were obtained at a heating rate of 10 K min-1 in
nitrogen. The weight-average molecular weight (Mw) and number-average molecular
weight (Mn) of the polymers were determined by gel permeation chromatography
(GPC) using column (PSS GRAM, 10 μm, 100Å, ID 8.0 mm x 300 mm), with TSP
P1000

HPLC

pump,

in

a

combination

with

a

detector

Shodex

Differentialrefractometer RI 71. The calculation of the molecular masses were done
by PMMA-equivalents using PSS-Win GPC UniChrom Version 8.0 program. The
samples of polymers were to run in DMSO / 0.1 M LiCl and calibrated with
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) standard at 70 °C. The polymers were partly
soluble and solved in DMSO at 50 °C by shaking for one day. The solutions of
polymers were filtrated with a 1μm one-time filter. The intrinsic viscosity [η]
measurements of the polymers were carried out in dimethyl acetamide and Nmethylpyrrolidinone at 26 °C with a calibrated Ubbelholde viscometer. The intrinsic
viscosity [η] was determined from specific viscosity [ηsp] at five different
concrentrations, by plotting log(ηsp/c) vs c and extrapolating to origin measure. The
redox properties of the polymers in solvents were recorded on “The Gamry
Instruments, REFERENCE 600 Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA” and were performed
by using a three-electrode cell with 2 mm Pt as working electrode and polished
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glassy carbon as counter one. Ferrocene was utilized as internal reference.The
solutions (10-5 M) were in electroactive material and 0.1 M in supporting electrolyte,
NaBF4. The frequency of 25-2000 Hz and the scan rate of 50-1000 mV-1 were
employed for square-wave and cyclic voltammetries, respectively. The square-wave
and cyclic voltammetries in solid state were performed for CH-PPI on Eco Chemie
Autolab PGSTAT30 Potentiostat/Galvanostat and for CH-PNI and ENPI on “The
Gamry Instruments, REFERENCE 600 Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA” employing
glassy carbon (as an auxiliary electrode) and Ag/AgCl electrode (as a reference
electrode). The solution of 1M HCl was employed as a supporting electrolyte.
Carbon paste (as the working electrode) was obtained by pressing 25mg graphite
powder and with 10 μL paraffin oil mixture in a holed Teflon tip. The solid polymer
was immobilized to the surface of carbon paste with a diameter of 5 mm by
scratching. The frequency 25-2000 Hz and the scan rate of 50-1000 mV-1 were
employed for solid state square-wave and cyclic voltammetries, respectively.
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3.3 Methods of Syntheses
Despite many advantages of OPCs, the most important advantage is their tunability
on the molecular level that gives the possibility of achieving reasonably high power
conversion efficiency. There is a growing interest to the engineering new organic
optoelectronic devices; particularly polymer based solar cells that provide
structurally controllable properties including low band band gap light absorption,
high conductivity, charge transport, ionic interactions and aggregation phenomena.
In a very short time, the power conversion efficiencies of polymeric solar cells have
reached 5% and they become as an alternative route to the new organic photovoltaic
technology, to design novel devices to compensate high optical absorption and
enhance electron mobility, due to their versatility and potential applications in many
areas.

Nowadays, there is a growing interest to the photoactive polymers (polyelectrolytes)
which have electrolyte units in the repeating order. They are considered as important
part of the photoactive devices, such as light-emitting devices, nano tubes, sensors,
or solar energy conversion systems, which is arising from the synergistic effect of
dual functionality of ionizable electrolyte groups with the inclusion of specific
chromophores or π-conjugated systems. Polyelectrolytes provide unique set of
properties, such as water solubility, ionic conductivity, strong intra- and interchain
interactions, interactions with ions in solution, surface activity and a propensity to
adsorb at interfaces.
To make an efficient solar device, donor and acceptor material should blend into
each other to provide proper movement. Perylene and naphthalene diimides have
strong absorption ability and electric transport mobility, respectively. Derivatization
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of dyes in chitosan polymer molecules leads to considerable rigid and planar
frameworks of ladder conjugated oligomers or polymers which facilate electron
delocalization and enhance conductivity. Therefore, the synthesis and investigation
of such polyimides are of considerable interest due to advantages of photophysical
and photochemical properties.
The synthetic routes, which were illustrated in Scheme 3.1 to Scheme 3.3 is used for
the synthesis of new low band gap polyimides. The syntheses of chitosan substituted
naphthalene and perylene polymers were successfully accomplished by substitution
reaction between commercially available chitosan biopolymer (CH) and industrial
dyes, perylene dianhydride (PDA) and naphthalene dianhydride (NDA), using mcresol and isoquinoline as solvent mixture. All of the synthesized polyimides were
fully characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectra (FTIR) and, hydrogen- and
carbon-nuclear magnetic resonance (1H and

13

C NMR) as well as via elemental

analysis. The electrochemical thermal, photochemical, and optical properties of low
molecular weight chitosan based naphthalene and perylene polyimides have been
explored in detail.
Additionaly, high molecular weight naphthalene polyimide with long alkoxy chains
was also synthesized according to do the Mustafa E Ozser procedure (Ozser,
Yucekan, Bodapati, Icil in press) in order to explore in detail photophysical and
photochemical properties of ENPI (Scheme 3.3).
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3.3.1

Synthesis

of

Poly[bis-N,N’-1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxydiimide

conjugated chitosan, CH-PNI

Scheme 3.1: Synthesis of Chitosan Substituted Naphthalene Polyimide, CH-PNI
A mixture of naphthalene-1,4,5,8-tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (0.268 g, 1.0
mmol), low molecular weight chitosan (0.805 g, 5.00 mmol) were heated in dried
solvent mixture (10 mL isoquinoline and 40 mL m-cresol) under argon atmosphere at
80 °C for 2 h, at 120 °C for 4 h and finally at 160 °C for 6 h. The solution was
allowed to cool up to 50-60°C and was poured into cold methanol solution (~400mL)
to solidify the compound over the night. The precipitate was filtered off by vacuum
filtration by washing with 1 % acetic acid and water, and then purified by soxhlet
extraction with chloroform during one day in order to remove unreacted compounds,
the catalyst zinc acetate and high-boiling point solvents. The crude product termed as
CH-PNI was then dried at 110 °C under vacuum.
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13

CNMR OF CH-PNI(400 MHz, C2F3O2D + CDCL3 (1:1)) δ (ppm): 67.80 ( 4 CH2,

C (6), C (6'), C (12), C (12')), 102.96 ( 4 CH, C (1), C (1'), C (7), C (7'), 142.49122.05 (10 Ar (C), C (13-20) , C (25), C (26),), 162.14 (4 C=O, C (21), C (22), C
(23), C (24)). 1HNMR OF CH-PNI(400 MHz, C2F3O2D + CDCL3 (1:1)) δ (ppm):
1.27 (t, J = ? Hz, 4 CH, H-C (4), H-C (4'), H-C (7), H-C (7')), 2.14 (s, 4CH, H-C (2),
H-C (2'), H-C (9), H-C (9')), 2.37 (s, 2NH2, H-N (9), H-N (9')), 2.67 (s, 8OH, OH-C
(3), OH-C (6), OH-C (3'), OH-C (6'), OH-C (8), OH-C (12), OH-C (8'), OH-C (12')),
2.88 (d, J = ? Hz, 4CH, H-C (3), H-C (3'), H-C (8), H-C (8')), 3.92 (s, 4 CH, H-C (5),
H-C (5'), H-C (11), H-C (11')), 4.27 (q, J = ? Hz, 4CH2, H-C (6), H-C (6'), H-C (12),
H-C (12')), 4.33 (q, J = ? Hz, 4CH, H-C (1), H-C (1'), H-C (10), H-C (10')), 9.487.85 (m, 4 Ar-H, H-C (14), H-C (15), H-C (18), H-C (19)). IR (KBr, cm

‒1

) : ν

=3436, 3058, 2922,1707,1589, 1440, 1365, 1155, 1038, 754. UV-vis (chloroform):
λmax (ε) = 414 (101300), 396 (102500), 371 nm (88500). Anal. calcd for
(C38H48N4O22)n, (912.80)n: C, 50.00; H, 5.30; N, 6.14. Found: C, 60.95; H, 4.15;
N,8.32.
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3.3.2

Synthesis

of

Poly[bis-N,N’-3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxydiimide

conjugated chitosan, CH-PPI

Scheme 3.2: Synthesis of Chitosan Substituted Perylene Polyimide, CH-PPI
Under argon atmosphere, a mixture of PDA (0.3928 g, 1.0 mmol), commercial CH
(0.805 g , 5.0 mmol) as an amine and zinc acetate dihydrate (0.1814 g, 0.82 mmol) as
a catalyst was stirred well at 80 °C for 2 h, at 120 °C for 4 h and complete the
reaction by mixing at 160 °C for 6 h in a mixture of m-cresol and isoquinonline (v/v,
5:1). After being cooled to the room temperature, the reaction mixture was poured
into 400 mL chilled methanol. The precipitate was filtered off by suction filtration by
washing with 1 % acetic acid and water, and then purified by soxhlet extraction with
chloroform during one day in order to remove unreacted compounds, the catalyst
zinc acetate and high-boiling point solvents. The crude product was then dried at 110
°C under vacuum. The compound termed as CH-PPI was obtained as a pure, dark
brown powder in 60% (0.25 g) yield.
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13

C NMR (400 MHz, C2F3O2D + CDCl3 (2:3), δ): 65.09 ( 4 CH2, C (6), C (6'), C

(12), C (12')), 104.29 ( 4 CH, C (1), C (1'), C (7), C (7'), 147.01-120.07 (20 Ar (C), C
(13-24)), 165.66 (4 C=O, C (25), C (26), C (27), C (28)). 1H NMR (400 MHz,
C2F3O2D + CDCl3 (2:3), δ): 1.42 (t, J = ? Hz, 4 CH, H-C (4), H-C (4'), H-C (7), H-C
(7')), 2.17 (s, 4CH, H-C (2), H-C (2'), H-C (9), H-C (9')), 2.22 (s, 2NH2, H-N (9), HN (9')), 2.35 (s, 8OH, OH-C (3), OH-C (6), OH-C (3'), OH-C (6'), OH-C (8), OH-C
(12), OH-C (8'), OH-C (12')), 2.40 (d, J = ? Hz, 4CH, H-C (3), H-C (3'), H-C (8), HC (8')), 4.02 (s, 4 CH, H-C (5), H-C (5'), H-C (11), H-C (11')), 4.25 (q, J = ? Hz,
4CH2, H-C (6), H-C (6'), H-C (12), H-C (12')), 4.48 (q, J = ? Hz, 4CH, H-C (1), H-C
(1'), H-C (10), H-C (10')), 8.91-7.37 (m, 8 Ar-H, H-C (13), H-C (14), H-C (17), H-C
(18), H-C (19), H-C (20), H-C (23), H-C (24)); IR (KBr): ν = 3450, 3163, 3050,
2847, 1690, 1591, 1402, 1362, 1273, 1180, 1030, 812; UV-vis (chloroform): λmax (ε)
= 526 (100020), 489 (76542), 460 nm (35414). Anal. Calcd. for C48H52N4O22: C:
55.60%; H: 5.05%; N: 5.40%; found: C: 65.02%; H: 4.00%; N: 7.48%.
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3.3.3 Synthesis of Poly[bis-N,N’-(3-(2-(2-(3-aminoproxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)propyl)1,4,5,8-naphthalene imide], ENPI
(Ozser, Yucekan, Bodapati, and Icil, in press)

Scheme 3.3: Synthesis of High Molecular Weight Naphthalene Polyimide, ENPI
The high molecular weight 1,4,5,8-naphthalene polyimide (ENPI) was synthesized by
Mustafa E. Özser by the one step polycondensation reaction between 4,7,10-trioxa-1,3tridecanediamine (TODA) and 1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarhoxylic dianhydride (NDA).
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Chapter 4

DATA AND CALCULATIONS

4.1 Determination of Molecular Weights (Mw)
The weight-average molecular weight (Mw) and number-average molecular weight
(Mn) of CH-PPI, CH-NPI and chitosan polymers were determined by gel permeation
chromatography (GPC). The intrinsic viscosities [η] of the molecules were measured
using an Ubbelohde viscometer. The intrinsic viscosities [η] of the compounds were
determined from specific viscosity [ηsp] at five different concentrations, by plotting
log(ηsp/c) vs c and extrapolating to origin measure.
4.1.1 Measurement of Intrinsic Viscosity [η]
Intrinsic Viscosity of CH-PNI
The intrinsic viscosity [η] of CH-PNI was calculated by measuring specific viscosity
(ηsp) at five different concentrations (c) in NMP solvent and applied Huggins
equation, plotting log(ηsp/c) vs. c and extrapolating to zero concentration. Each
measurement was repeated at least three times and the average efflux time was
regarded for calculation of the intrinsic viscosity. Table 4.1 depictes the efflux times
of solvent and CH-PNI, respectively.the efflux time of CH-PNI.
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Table 4.1: Data of Efflux Times of NMP at 26°C
Solvent

Efflux Time (sec)

Avg. Efflux Time (sec)

DMAc

1447
1450
1444

1447

Similarly, the average efflux times of CH-PNI in NMP were tabulated below for five
different concentrations (c).
Table 4.2: Average Efflux Times Data of CH-PNI at 26°C
Concentration (g/dL)

Avg. Efflux Time (sec)

0.0500
0.0250
0.0125
0.0050
0.0025

1549
1537
1526
1486
1470

According to the formulae showing below, all the viscosity parameters for each
concentration were calculated and illustrated in the table 4.4.
ηrelati
ηs
ηin
ηre

e

ecific

erent

t
t

efflu time of solution
efflu time of sol ent

ηrelati

e

ln ηrelati
c
ηs

e

ecific

uce

Table 4.3: Viscosity Parameters of CH-PNI
Concentration
(g/dL)

ηrelative

ηspecific

ηreduced

0.0500
0.0250
0.0125
0.0050
0.0025

1.0705
1.0622
1.0546
1.0270
1.0159

0.0705
0.0622
0.0546
0.0270
0.0159

1.41
2.49
4.37
5.40
6.36

According to Huggins equation,
ηs
lo

ecific

c

lo [η]

lo

ηs

ecific

c

0.1492
0.3962
0.6405
0.7324
0.8035

k [η]c
(Equn. 4.1)

Where, k′: The Huggins constant for moderate concentrations
[η] : Intrinsic viscosity in dLg-1
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The intrinsic viscosity of the solution was determined by the intercept “log[η]” of the
linear fit plot of lo

ηs ecific
c

vs. c (Figure 4.1).

log((ηspecific)/c)

Plot of Reduced Viscosity vs.
Concentration of CHPNI
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0

y = -13,713x + 0,8049
R²
,978

0

0,01

0,02

0,03

0,04

0,05

0,06

Concentration (g/dL)
Figure 4.1: Plot of Reduced Viscosity vs. Concentration of CH-PNI
The equation of the plot found as “y = -13,713x + 0,8049” and the intercept of the
plot found from Figure 4.1 at zero concentration (x=0), is +0.8049.
log [η] = +0.8049
[η] = 10+0.8049= 6.38 dLg-1
[η]

6.38 L

-1

In the similar way, intrinsic viscosities of CH-PPI and chitosan were calculated at
26°C and their data was tabulated below (Table 4.4).
Table 4.4: Intrinsic Viscosities of the Synthesized Compounds
Compound
CH-PNI
CH-PPI
CH*

Solvent
NMP
DMAc
0.1 M NaCl/0.1 % TFAc
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[η]

L -1)
6.38
8.71
4.00

4.2 Calculations of Photophysical Parameters
The photophysical, which are UV-vis absorption, fluorescence emission and
excitation, parameters of the synthesized perylene and naphthalene based polyimides
were analysed by UV-vis and emission spectroscopies in both solution and solid
state.
4.2.1 Maximum Extinction Coefficient εmax)
According to the Lambert-Beer’s Law;
At λmax

(Equn. 4.2)
Where,
εma :
A:
c:
l:

Maximum extinction co-efficient in L. mol-1. cm-1 at λmax
Absorbance
concentration of solution
cell length

εmax Calculation of CH-PNI:

Figure 4.2: Absorption Spectrum of CH-PNI in Chloroform
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CH-PNI Extinction coefficient in Chloroform
(396nm)

Absorbance

0,3

y = 0,1025x
R²
,9991

0,25
0,2
0,15
0,1
0,05
0
0

0,5

1

1,5

Concentration (x

2

2,5

3

10-6M)

Figure 4.3: Plot of Maximum Absorbance vs. Concentration of CH-PNI at 396 nm.
The maximum extinction coefficient (εmax) of CH-PNI was calculated by measuring
maximum absorbance respecting to the maximum absorption wavelength at five
different concentrations (c) in chloroform and plotting absorbance (at 396nm) vs.
concentration and extrapolating to zero concentration. The linear fit plot of
maximum absorbance vs. concentration (Figure 4.3) gives the equation of the plot as
“y = 0,1025x” which provides the maximum absorbance of solution at 390nm as
0.1025 when the concentration of solution was 1 X 10-6 M.
By applying Lambert-Beer’s Law;
εma

.1 25
1.

1

6

M 1 cm

1 25

L. mol 1. cm 1

Εmax of CH-PNI=102500 L. mol-1. cm-1
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εmax Calculation of ENPI:
As can be seen from Figure 4.4, the molar extinction coefficients of ENPI were
obtained by the slope of plots of the absorption bands at 344, 361 and 382 nm,
respectively at five different concentrations.

Figure 4.4 : Plot of Maximum Absorbance vs. Concentration of ENPI at 344, 361and
382 nm.
In the similar manner, the molar absorptivity of the CH-PNI, CH-PPI and ENPI (only
in TCE) were calculated and tabulated in the Table 4.5 in different solvents from the
plots of absorbance vs. concentration.
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Table 4.5: Molar Absorptivity Data of Compounds in Different Solvents

Compound
CH-PNI

CH-PPI

ENPI

Solvent
CHCl3
THF
NMP
DMF
DMAc
DMSO
Ac. acid
NaOH
CHCl3
Acetone
DMAc
TCE
TCE
TCE

Concentration Absorbance
-6

1 X 10 M
1 X 10-6 M
1 X 10-6 M
1 X 10-6 M
1 X 10-6 M
1 X 10-6 M
1 X 10-6 M
1 X 10-6 M
1 X 10-5 M
1 X 10-5 M
1 X 10-5 M
1 X 10-6 M
1 X 10-6 M
1 X 10-6 M

0.1025
0.1049
0.1683
0.2480
0.1814
0.2231
0.2745
0.2235
1.0002
1.2830
0.3071
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
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λmax

εmax

390 nm
394 nm
390 nm
392 nm
367 nm
391 nm
354 nm
401 nm
526 nm
517 nm
513 nm
344 nm
361 nm
382 nm

102500 L. mol-1. cm-1
104900 L. mol-1. cm-1
168300 L. mol-1. cm-1
248000 L. mol-1. cm-1
181400 L. mol-1. cm-1
223100 L. mol-1. cm-1
274500 L. mol-1. cm-1
223500 L. mol-1. cm-1
100020 L. mol-1. cm-1
128300 L. mol-1. cm-1
30710 L. mol-1. cm-1
599000 L. mol-1. cm-1
1021000 L. mol-1. cm-1
972700 L. mol-1. cm-1

4.2.2 Fluorescence Quantum Yields (

)

Fluorescence Quantum Yield of CH-PPI
The fluorescence quantum yield, Φf of CH-PPI is calculated by using below formula
( )

[

]
(Equn. 4.3)

Where,
( )

:Fluorescence quantum yield of CH-PPI
:Fluorescence quantum yield of standard (Dodecyl PDI)
:Absorbance of the standart at the excitation wavelength
:Absorbance of the CH-PPI at the excitation wavelength(λexc= 485nm)
:The integrated emission area across the band of the standart
:The integrated emission area across the band of CH-PPI
:Refractive index of standart solvent
:Refractive index of unknown solvent

Dodecyl PDI was taken as standart since it has similar absorption range of the CHPPI and the excitation wavelength was 485 nm. The integrated emission area is given
by emmission spectra at 485 nm extitation wavelength. Since solvents of Dodecyl
PDI and N,N'-bis(chitosan)-3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxydiimide were different
from each other it is necessary to use refractive indexes of solvents. There are two
reason to use refractive index correction. First, as irradiation passes from the solution
into air (i.e. from high to low index region), its intensity changes because of the
refraction. Second, internal reflection within a cell can occur. In the literature, the
fluorescence quantum yields of naphthalene based compounds are generally low, for
comparison, the measurements of CH-PNI were carried out by using Anthracene as
standard (Φf = 0.27) by exciting at 360 nm in ethanol.
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Emission of CH-PPI

Emission of Dodecyl-PDI

Astd = 0.1072, ACH-PPI =0.1053, Sstd = 13465, SCH-PPI=11302, nstd = 1,4459,
nCHL =1,4459, Φstd = 1.00, Φf (CH-PPI);

From Equation 4.3;
0.1072

Φf (CH-PPI)= 0.1053 x
f (C

-

11302
13465

1.4459 2

x [1.4459] x 1 = 0.86

I) = 0.86

The fluorescence quantum yields of CH-PPI and CH-PNI in other solvents were
measured by the same method described above and were tabulated in the Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Fluorescence Quantum Yields of CH-PPI and CH-PNI in Different
Solvents

CH-PPI

CH-PNI

CHCl3

0.86

0.011

Ethyl acetate

0.87

0.013

CH2Cl2

0.87

0.011

Acetone

0.88

0.010

THF

‒

0.012

EtOH

0.59

0.005

MeOH

0.51

0.007

NMP

‒

0.030

DMF

0.73

0.011

CH3CN

0.89

0.012

DMAc

0.59

0.010

DMSO

0.38

0.009

Acetic acid

‒

0.019

KOH

‒

0.004

NaOH

‒

0.005

Solvent
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4.2.3 Calculation of Optical Properties
4.2.3.1 Determination of T eoretical Ra iati e Lifetime τ0)
The theoretical radiative lifetimes of the new compounds were calculated by using
following equation 4.4 (Turro, 1965);

̅

̅
(Equn. 4.4)

where;
τ0

: Theoretical radiative lifetime (sec)

̅

: Mean frequency for the absorption band (cm-1)

εmax

: Molar Extinction coefficient at the selected absorption wavelength (L. mol-1.

cm-1)
̅

: Half-width of the selected absorption (cm-1).

Half-width of the absorption ( ̅

):

Figure 4.5: Half Bandwidth of the Absorption Spectrum
The half-widths of the molecules are necessary to determine the theoretical lifetime. The
spectral half bandwidth of the absorption is defined as the width of the band of light at
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the wavelength of maximum absorption (λmax) at half maximum (Figure 4.5) and was
determined by using equation 4.5 .

̅

̅

̅
(Equn. 4.5)

Where,
̅ , ̅ : the frequencies from the absorption spectrum (cm-1)
̅

: the half width of the selected absorbtion (cm-1)

Generally, it is difficult to decide λ1 and λ2 for most of the perylene and naphthalene
dyes. To find out half-width of the absorption of CH-PPI in chloroform, the λ1 and λ2
were determined by following the steps in Figure 4.6;
1.step: Decide the λmax of the perylene
2.step: Make a intersection points. Draw a horizontal line where it pass from the half
maximum of the λmax and draw it up to intersects with the curve.
3.step: Decide the λ1. Draw a vertical line from the intersection to the x-axis to
decide the λ1.
4. step: Decide the λ2. Draw a vertical line from the intersection to the x-axis to
decide the λ2.

Figure 4.6: A Representative Figure to Calculate the Half-width of the CH-PPI in
Chloroform
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From the Figure 4.6,
λmax = 526 nm
λmax =526 nm
ν̅max =

10 m

-9

100 cm

1 nm

1m

1

=

λmax

-5

=5.26 10 cm

1
5

5.26 10 cm

=19011.40 cm 1

λ1 = 509 nm
9

λ1 =509 nm
ν̅1 =

1
=
λ1

10 m

100 cm

1 nm

1m

1
5

5.09 10 cm

5

=5.09 10 cm

=19646.36 cm 1

λ2 = 535 nm
9

λ2 =535 nm
ν̅2 =

1
=
λ2

10 m

100 cm

1 nm

1m

1
5

5.35 10 cm

5

=5.35 10 cm

=18691.59 cm 1

From Equation 4.5,
̅

̅

̅

̅
ν1/2

19646.36 18691.59

̅
ν1/2

954.77 cm-1

Now,the theoretical radiative lifetime of CH-PPI can be calculated from Equation 4.4
̅

̅
8

τ0 =

3.5 x 10

(19011.40)2

τ0 = 10.18

9

10 sec

100020 954.77
1 ns
9

10 sec

10.18 ns

In the similar manner, the theoretical radiative lifetimes of the CH-PPI and CH-PNI
in different solvents were calculated and the data presented below in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7: Theoretical Radiative Lifetimes of CH-PPI and CH-PNI in Different
Solvents
CH-PPI
̅

̅

(cm-1)

Solvent

λmax (nm)

εmax (L. mol-1. cm-1)

CHCl3

526

100020

3.61 x 108

954.77

10.18

Acetone

517

128300

3.74 x 108

1100.68

6.63

DMAc

513

30710

3.80 x 108

1247.93

24.03

(cm-2)

(ns)

CH-PNI
̅

̅

(cm-1)

Solvent

λmax (nm)

εmax (L. mol-1. cm-1)

CHCl3

414

102500

5.83 x 108

1566.58

3.74

THF

414

104900

5.83 x 108

1894.29

3.02

NMP

390

168300

6.57 x 108

4628.39

68.39

DMF

392

248000

6.51 x 108

3720.24

58.27

DMAc

391

181400

6.54 x 108

4370.53

67.50

DMSO

391

223100

6.54 x 108

4349.69

55.15

Ac. acid

393

274500

6.47 x 108

2785.85

70.74

223500

8

5284.00

47.65

NaOH

401

(cm-2)

6.22 x 10
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(ns)

4.2.3.2 Determination of Theoretical Fluorescence Lifetime (τf)
Fluorescence lifetime was calculated using the formula shown below;
τf

τ .

f

(Equn. 4.6)
Where
τf

: Fluorescence lifetime

τ

: Theoretical radiative lifetime (ns)
: Fluorescence quantum yield

Theoretical Fluorescence Lifetime of CH-PPI:
τf

τ

f

The theoretical fluorescence lifetime of CH-PPI in chloroform was calculated from
the data calculated above by using Equations 4.3 and 4.4
τf =10.18 ns 0.86
τf 8.75 ns
Table 4.8: Theoretical Fluorescence Lifetimes Data of CH-PPI and CH-PNI

Solvent
CHCl3
Acetone
DMAc
Solvent
CHCl3
NMP
DMF
DMAc
DMSO
Ac. acid
NaOH
CHCl3

CH-PPI
(ns)
10.18
6.63
24.03
CH-PNI
(ns)
3.74
3.02
68.39
58.27
67.50
55.15
70.74
47.65

0.86
0.88
0.59

0.011
0.012
0.030
0.011
0.010
0.009
0.019
0.005
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τf (ns)
8.75
5.83
14.18
τf (ns)
0.041
0.036
2.05
0.64
0.68
0.50
1.34
0.24

4.2.3.3 Determination of Fluorescence Rate Constants (kf)
The fluorescence rate constant can be calculated by using Turro’s equation given
below,

(Equn. 4.7)
Where;

: Theoretical Fluorescence Rate Constant (sec-1)
: Theoretical radiative lifetime (sec)

Fluorescence Rate Constants (kf) of CH-PPI:

In the following table with similar manner, fluorescence rate constants were
determined for the products in different solvents and the values were demostrated in
Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Fluorescence Rate constants Data of CH-PPI and CH-PNI

Solvent
CHCl3
Acetone
DMAc
Solvent
CHCl3
NMP
DMF
DMAc
DMSO
Ac. acid
NaOH
CHCl3

CH-PPI
(ns)
(s-1)
10.18
0.98 x 108
6.63
1.51 x 108
24.03
0.42 x 108
CH-PNI
(ns)
(s-1)
3.74
2.67 x 108
3.02
3.31 x 108
68.39
0.15 x 108
58.27
0.17 x 108
67.50
0.15 x 108
55.15
0.18 x 108
70.74
0.14 x 108
47.65
0.21 x 108
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4.2.3.4 Determination of Rate Constants of Radiationless Deactivation (kd)
The rate constants of radiationless deactivation of the compounds were calculated
using equation shown below,
(

)
(Equn. 4.8)

Where,
: Rate constant of radiationless deactivation (sec-1)
: Theoretical Fluorescence Rate Constant (sec-1)
: Fluorescence quantum yield
Rate Constants of Radiationless Deactivation (kd) ofCH-PPI:
(

(

)

)

According to the Equation 4.8, the rate constants of radiationless deactivation of CHPPI and CH-PNI were calculated in different solvents and given in the following
table.
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Table 4.10: Rate Constants of Radiationless Deactivation Data of CH-PPI and CHPNI

Solvent
CHCl3
Acetone
DMAc
Solvent
CHCl3
NMP
DMF
DMAc
DMSO
Ac. acid
NaOH
CHCl3

0.86
0.88
0.59

0.011
0.012
0.030
0.011
0.010
0.009
0.019
0.005

CH-PPI
(s-1)
0.98 x 108
1.51 x 108
0.42 x 108
CH-PNI
(s-1)
2.67 x 108
3.31 x 108
0.15 x 108
0.17 x 108
0.15 x 108
0.18 x 108
0.14 x 108
0.21 x 108

(s-1)
0.16 x 108
0.21 x 108
0.29 x 108
(s-1)
240.1 x 108
272.5 x 108
4.85 x 108
15.28 x 108
14.85 x 108
20.00 x 108
7.23 x 108
41.79 x 108

4.2.3.5 Determination of Singlet Energies (Es)
The equation 4.9 below is used to calculate singlet energies, Es (kcal.mol-1), of the
compounds

(Equn. 4.9)
where
: Singlet Energy (kcal.mol-1)
: Maximum absorption wavelength (Å)
Singlet Energy of CH-PPI

The singlet energies of CH-PPI and CH-PNI were determined in the similar way and
the datas were tabulated in the following Table 4.11.
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Table 4.11: Singlet Energies Data of CH-PPI and CH-PNI

Solvent
CHCl3
Acetone
DMAc

λmax Å
5260
5170
5130

Solvent
CHCl3
NMP
DMF
DMAc
DMSO
Ac. acid
NaOH
CHCl3

λmax Å
4140
4140
3900
3920
3910
3910
3930
4010
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CH-PPI
(kcal mol-1)
54.4
55.3
55.8
CH-PNI
(kcal mol-1)
69.1
69.1
73.3
73.0
73.1
73.1
72.8
71.3

4.2.3.6 Determination of Oscillator Stren t s ƒ
The oscillator strengths of the compounds were calculated using the equation shown
below
̅
(Equn. 4.10)
Where,
ƒ : Oscillator Strength
̅ : Half-width of the selected absorption (cm-1)
εmax : The maximum extinction coefficient at the maximum absorption
wavelength (L. mol-1. cm-1)
Oscillator Strength of CH-PPI
̅

The oscillator strengths were calculated in the similar manner for CH-PPI and CHPNI and the data was given in the Table 4.12.
Table 4.12: Oscillator Strengths Data of CH-PPI and CH-PNI

Solvent
CHCl3
Acetone
DMAc

̅

Solvent
CHCl3
THF
NMP
DMF
DMAc
DMSO
Ac. acid
NaOH

̅
(cm-1)
1566.58
1894.29
4628.39
3720.24
4370.53
4349.69
2785.85
5284.00

-1

(cm )
954.77
1100.68
1247.93

CH-PPI
εmax (L. mol-1. cm-1)
100020
128300
30710
CH-PNI
εmax (L. mol-1. cm-1)
102500
104900
168300
248000
181400
223100
274500
223500
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ƒ
0.41
0.61
0.17
ƒ
0.69
0.86
3.37
3.99
3.43
4.19
3.30
5.10

4.2.3.7 Optical Properties
Table 4.13: Maximum Absorption Wavelength λmax (nm), Extinction Coefficients εmax (L mol-1 cm-1), Oscillator strength ƒ , Fluorescence
Quantum Yields ɸf (λexc = 485 nm and 360nm), Radiative Lifetimes τ0 (ns), Fluorescence Lifetimes τf (ns), Fluorescence Rate Constants kf, Rate
Constant of Radiationless Deactivation kd and Singlet Energy Es (kcal mol-1) Data of CH-PPI, CH-PNI and ENPI.
CH-PPI

CHCl3
Acetone
DMAc

CHCl3
THF
NMP
DMF
DMAc
DMSO
Ac. acid

λmax

εmax

ƒ

ɸf

τ0

τf

kf

kd

Es

Eg

526

100020

0.41

0.86

10.18

8.75

0.98 x 108

0.16 x 108

54.4

2.28

5.83

1.51 x 10

8

0.21 x 10

8

55.3

2.32

0.42 x 10

8

0.29 x 10

8

55.8

2.28

Es

Eg

517
513

128300
30710

0.61
0.17

0.88
0.59

6.63
24.03

λmax

εmax

ƒ

ɸf

τ0

414

102500

0.69

0.011

3.74

414
390
392
391
391
393

104900
168300
248000
181400
223100
274500

0.86
3.37
3.99
3.43
4.19
3.30

0.012
0.030
0.011
0.010
0.009
0.019

3.02
68.39
58.27
67.50
55.15
70.74

14.18
CH-PNI
τf

kf

kd

0.041

2.67 x 108

240.1 x 108

69.1

2.72

0.036

3.31 x 10

8

272.5 x 10

8

69.1

2.67

0.15 x 10

8

8

73.3

2.45

0.17 x 10

8

15.28 x 10

8

73.0

2.58

0.15 x 10

8

14.85 x 10

8

73.1

2.53

0.18 x 10

8

20.00 x 10

8

73.1

2.51

0.14 x 10

8

8

0.21 x 10

8

2.05
0.64
0.68
0.50
1.34

NaOH

401

223500

5.10

0.005

47.65

0.24

TCE

λmax
382

εmax
972660

ƒ
5.22

ɸf
0.020

τ0
0.52

ENPI
τf
0.008

kf
2.38 x 109

4.85 x 10

7.23 x 10

72.8

2.73

8

71.3

2.87

kd
1.16 x 1011

Es
74.9

Eg

41.79 x 10

4.3 Determination of Electrochemical Properties
The electrochemical parameters of compounds were characterized in detail using
cyclic and square-wave voltammetries in both solution and solid state by determining
redox potentials, band gap energies (Eg), HOMO (highest occupied molecular
orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital).
4.3.1 Redox Potentials (E1/2)
The redox potentials of the compounds can be determined by using the Equation 4.11
from cyclic voltammogram according to internal reference.
c
12

a

2
(Equn. 4.11)

where,
E1/2 : half-wave potential (V)
Epc : cathodic peak potential (V)
Epa : anodic peak potential (V)
From the cathodic and anodic peak potentials, the peak potential separation, Ep , can
be estimated for the reversible couples by applying the following Equation 4.12
where n is the number of electrons
a

c

. 59
V
n
(Equn. 4.12)

The oxidation potential of Ferrocene (Fc) as internal reference was estimated as
0.270 V and redox potentials of the compounds can be expressed with Equation 4.13
relative to the Fc potential;
re ,1 2

s. c (

re ,

1
2

s.

⁄

Cl) (

o

s.

⁄

Cl)
(Equn. 4.13)
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4.3.2 Determination of LUMO Energy Levels
According to the Bredas and co-workers, LUMO energy levels of the compounds were
expressed by using following equation with respect to the vacuum level.
‒ 4.8

L MO

12

(Equn. 4.14)
where;
ELUMO : Energy of LUMO level (eV)
E1/2 : half-wave potential (E1/2 vs. Fc) (V)
4.3.3 Determination of Band Gap Energies (Eg)
The optical band gap energies (Eg) of compounds was calculated from their UVvisible spectra using the following equation (Equn 4.15).
124 eV nm
λ
(Equn. 4.15)
where;
Eg : Band gap energy (eV)
λ : Cut-off wavelength of the absorption band (nm) where it is found by extrapolating
maximum absorption band to zero absorbance.
4.3.4 Determinaton of HOMO Energy Levels
The HOMO energy values of compounds were expressed by the equation shown below;
OMO

L MO

(Equn. 4.16)
where;
EHOMO : Energy of HOMO level (eV)
ELUMO : Energy of LUMO level (eV)
Eg : Optical Band Gap energy (eV)
All the electrochemical properties of all the compounds were found by using the above
equations from 4.11 to 4.16 and tabulated in the tables from 4.14 to 4.23.
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Table 4.14: Cylic Voltammetrya Data and Band Gap Energy Eg, HOMO, LUMO Values of CH-PPI at Different Scan Rates

100mV

200mV

500mV

E1/2 vs.
(Ag/AgCl)/V

EFc vs.
(Ag/AgCl)/V

E1/2 vs.
Fc/V

LUMO/eV

Egb/eV

HOMO/eV

80

-0.33

0.57

-0.90

-3.90

2.28

-6.18

-0.62
-0.83
-1.36
-0.38
-0.64
-0.84
-1.39
-0.70
-0.87

80
80
90
70
130
80
140
210
110
190

0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57

-1.15
-1.36
-1.89
-0.92
-1.15
-1.37
-1.89
-1.17
-1.39
-1.91

-3.65
-3.44
-2.91
-3.88
-3.65
-3.43
-2.91
-3.63
-3.41
-2.89

2.28
2.28
2.28
2.28
2.28
2.28
2.28
2.28
2.28

-1.43

-0.58
-0.79
-1.32
-0.35
-0.58
-0.80
-1.32
-0.60
-0.82
-1.34

-5.93
-5.72
-5.19
-6.16
-5.93
-5.71
-5.79
-5.91
-5.69
-5.17

Epc/V

Epa/V

p/mV

-0.29

-0.37

-0.54
-0.75
-1.27
-0.31
-0.51
-0.76
-1.25
-0.49
-0.76
-1.24

a

Supporting electrolyte: 0.1 M sodium tetrafluoroborate (NaBF4)

b

In DMAc

2.28

Table 4.15: Cylic Voltammetrya Data of CH-PPI at Different Scan Rates

Scan
Rate
(mVs-1)

Epcred
(V)

Epared
(V)

100

-0.29
-0.54
-0.75
-1.27
-0.31
-0.51
-0.76
-1.25
-0.49
-0.76
-1.24

-0.37
-0.62
-0.83
-1.36
-0.38
-0.64
-0.84
-1.39
-0.70
-0.87
-1.43

200

500

a

red
p

(mV)

ipared
μ

ipcred
μ

ipared /
ipcred

80
80
80
90
70
130
80
140
210
110
190

0.81
1.08
2.80
4.50
2.10
2.67
4.68
6.17
2.93
3.77
7.07

0.78
1.20
1.24
2.42
2.18
2.68
4.42
3.78
2.75
3.62
4.10

1.04
0.90
2.26
1.86
0.96
1.00
1.01
1.63
1.07
1.04
1.72

Supporting electrolyte: HCl
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Table 4.16: Solid State Cylic Voltammetrya Data of CH-PPI at Different Scan Rates

Scan
Rate
(mVs-1)

Epcox
(V)

Epaox
(V)

50
100
200
300
400
500
750
1000

0.352
0.319
0.289
0.265
0.239
0.224
0.190
0.159

0.625
0.650
0.687
0.711
0.737
0.760
0.808
0.839

a

Supporting electrolyte: HCl

ox
p

(mV)

ipaox
μ

ipcox
μ

ipaox /
ipcox

Epcred
(V)

Epared
(V)

273
331
398
446
498
536
618
680

2.78
4.13
7.27
10.82
12.74
14.14
19.26
24.39

3.23
4.78
8.82
11.97
14.30
16.48
22.42
25.39

0.86
0.86
0.82
0.90
0.89
0.86
0.86
0.96

-0.349
-0.348
-0.353
-0.351
-0.365
-0.365
-0.379
-0.384

-0.226
-0.247
-0.247
-0.267
-0.291
-0.321
-0.340
-0.348

red
p

(mV)

ipared
μ

ipcred
μ

ipared /
ipcred

123
101
106
84
74
44
39
36

0.65
0.72
0.89
0.96
1.34
1.44
2.32
3.53

0.65
0.72
0.76
0.86
1.00
1.36
1.98
3.12

1.00
1.00
1.17
1.12
1.34
1.06
1.17
1.13

Table 4.17: Solid State Cyclica Voltammetry Data and Band Gap Energy Eg, HOMO, LUMO Values of CH-PPI

E1/2ox vs.
Ag/AgCl
(V)

E1/2red vs.
Ag/AgCl
(V)

—

0.488

—

0.270

101

0.485

0.298

0.270

ox
p

red
p

(mV)

(mV)

CH

483

CH-PPI

331

EFc vs. E1/2ox vs.
Ag/AgCl
Fc
(V)
(V)

E1/2red vs.
Fc
(V)

Egopt b
(eV)

EgCV c
(eV)

HOMOd
(eV)

LUMOe
(eV)

0.218

—

—

—

5.12

—

0.215

0.568

1.91
(2.28)f

0.783

5.02
(6.14)g

4.23

Supporting electrolyte: HCl and scan rate of 100 mVs1
b
Egopt ＝1240/λ in solid state UV
c
EgCV ＝E1/2ox  E1/2red
d
HOMO＝－(4.8 + E1/2ox) eV
e
LUMO＝－(4.8 + E1/2red) eV
f Egopt ＝1240/λ in chloroform
g
HOMO＝LUMO－Egopt
a

E1/2ox = 0.215V vs. Fc
E1/2red = 0.568 Vvs. Fc

Table 4.18: Cylic Coltammetrya Data and Band Gap Energy Eg, HOMO, LUMO Values of CH-PNI at Different Scan Rates

50mV
100mV
200mV
300mV
500mV
750mV
1000mV

Epc/V

Epa/V

-0.43
-0.45
-0.44
-0.45
-0.45
-0.45

-0.70
-0.71
-0.72
-0.72
-0.73
-0.75

-0.49

-0.74

E1/2 vs.
(Ag/AgCl)/V

EFc vs.
(Ag/AgCl)/V

E1/2 vs.
Fc/V

270
260
280
270
280
300

-0.57
-0.58
-0.58
-0.59
-0.59
-0.60

-1.14
-1.15
-1.15
-1.16
-1.16
-1.17

250

-0.62

0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57

p/mV

a

Supporting electrolyte: 0.1 M sodium tetrafluoroborate (NaBF4)

b

In NMP

-1.14

LUMO/eV

Egb/eV

HOMO/eV

-3.66
-3.65
-3.65
-3.64
-3.64
-3.63
-3.66

2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45

-6.11
-6.10
-6.10
-6.09
-6.09
-6.08
-6.11

2.45

Table 4.19: Cylic Voltammetrya Data of CH-PNI at Different Scan Rates

a

Scan
Rate
(mVs-1)

Epcred
(V)

Epared
(V)

50
100
200
300
500
750
1000

-0.43
-0.45
-0.44
-0.45
-0.45
-0.45
-0.49

-0.70
-0.71
-0.72
-0.72
-0.73
-0.75
-0.74

red
p

(mV)

ipared
μ

ipcred
μ

ipared /
ipcred

270
260
280
270
280
300
250

0.82
1.19
1.76
2.12
4.07
4.21
9.52

0.78
1.08
1.76
2.25
3.96
4.29
8.89

1.05
1.10
1.00
0.94
1.03
0.98
1.07

Supporting electrolyte: HCl
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Table 4.20: Solid State Cyclica Voltammetry Data and Band Gap Energy Eg, HOMO, LUMO Values of CH and CH-PNI

E1/2ox vs.
Ag/AgCl
(V)

E1/2red vs.
Ag/AgCl
(V)

—

0.488

—

0.270

100

0.485

0.260

0.270

ox
p

red
p

(mV)

(mV)

CH

483

CH-PNI

249

EFc vs. E1/2ox vs.
Ag/AgCl
Fc
(V)
(V)

E1/2red vs.
Fc
(V)

Egopt b
(eV)

EgCV c
(eV)

HOMOd
(eV)

LUMOe
(eV)

0.218

—

—

—

5.12

—

0.215

0.530

1.97
(2.72)f

0.745

5.02
(6.24)g

4.27

Supporting electrolyte: HCl and scan rate of 100 mVs1
b
Egopt ＝1240/λ in solid state UV
c
EgCV ＝E1/2ox  E1/2red
d
HOMO＝－(4.8 + E1/2ox) eV
e
LUMO＝－(4.8 + E1/2red) eV
f Egopt ＝1240/λ in chloroform
g
HOMO＝LUMO－Egopt
a

E1/2ox = 0.215V vs. Fc
E1/2red = 0.530Vvs. Fc

Table 4.21: Solid State Cylic Voltammetrya Data of CH-PNI at Different Scan Rates

Scan
Rate
(mVs-1)

Epcox
(V)

Epaox
(V)

50
100
200
300
400
500
750
1000

0.596
0.609
0.649
0.689
0.689
0.719
0.739
0.789

0.410
0.360
0.340
0.320
0.300
0.280
0.250
0.210

a

Supporting electrolyte: HCl

ox
p

(mV)

ipaox
μ

ipcox
μ

ipaox /
ipcox

186
249
309
369
389
439
489
579

2.04
2.68
4.35
5.64
6.58
7.21
9.11
15.44

1.82
2.47
3.95
4.99
5.82
6.11
7.11
13.23

1.12
1.09
1.10
1.13
1.13
1.18
1.28
1.17

Epcred
(V)

Epared
(V)

-0.210
-0.220

red
p

(mV)

ipared
μ

ipcred
μ

ipared /
ipcred

-0.310
-0.310

100
90

0.61
0.89

0.41
0.76

1.49
1.17

-0.230

-0.320

90

1.15

1.22

0.94

-0.240

-0.290

50

2.60

3.43

0.76

Table 4.22: Cylic Voltammetry Data and Band Gap Energy Eg, HOMO, LUMO Values of ENPI in Chloroform and Solid state

In
chloroform

Epc/V

Epa/V

20mV

–0.966

–0.907

–0.760
–0.645
–1.018
–0.742

–0.832
–0.474
–0.862
–0.459

In Solid
State

Epc/V

Epa/V

20mV

–0.315
–0.239
–0.320

–0.289
–0.165
–0.280

100mV

100mV

E1/2 vs.
(Ag/AgCl)/V

EFc vs.
(Ag/AgCl)/V

E1/2 vs.
Fc/V

LUMO/eV

Eg/eV

HOMO/eV

59

–0.94

0.47

–1.41

–3.39

3.18

–6.57

72
171
156
283

–0.79
–0.56
–0.60
–0.94

0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47

–1.26
–1.03
–1.07
–1.41

–
–
–3.73
–

–
–
3.18
–

–
–
–6.91
–

E1/2 vs.
(Ag/AgCl)/V

EFc vs.
(Ag/AgCl)/V

E1/2 vs.
Fc/V

LUMO/eV

Eg/eV

HOMO/eV

–0.30
–0.20
–0.30

0.30
0.30
0.30

–0.60
–0.50
–0.60

–4.20
–
–4.20

–
–
–

–
–
–

p/mV

p/mV

26
74
40

Table 4.23: Solid state Cylic Voltammetry Data of ENPI at Different Scan Rates

Scan
Rate
(mVs-1)

Epcred
(V)

Epared
(V)

100
200
300
500
700
800
1000
1500
2000

-0.32
-0.33
-0.32
-0.32
-0.32
-0.32
-0.32
-0.33
-0.33

-0.28
-0.29
-0.29
-0.29
-0.28
-0.29
-0.29
-0.29
-0.28

red
p

(mV)

ipared
μ

ipcred
μ

ipared /
ipcred

40
40
30
30
40
30
30
40
50

0.18
0.24
0.37
0.62
0.81
0.91
1.15
1.74
2.29

0.27
0.35
0.44
0.62
0.82
0.91
1.07
1.59
2.11

0.67
0.69
0.84
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.07
1.09
1.09

Figure 4.7: FTIR Spectrum of CH at solid state (KBr)

Figure 4.8: FTIR Spectrum of PDA at Solid State (KBr)

Figure 4.9: FTIR Spectrum of NDA at solid state (KBr)

Figure 4.10: FTIR Spectrum of CH-PPI at Solid State (KBr)

Figure 4.11: FTIR Spectrum of CH-PNI at Solid State (KBr)
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Figure 4.12: 1H NMR Spectrum of CH in CDCl3+CF3COOD (1:1 by volume) (400 MHz)
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Figure 4.13: 1H NMR Spectrum of CH in CDCl3+CF3COOD (1:1 by volume) (400 MHz)
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Figure 4.14: 1H NMR Spectrum of CH in CDCl3+CF3COOD (1:1 by volume) (400 MHz)
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Figure 4.15: 1H NMR Spectrum of CH-PPI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (3:2 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.16: 1H NMR Spectrum of CH-PPI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (3:2 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.17: 1H NMR Spectrum of CH-PPI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (3:2 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.18: Comparison of 1H NMR Spectra of CH and CH-PPI

Figure 4.19: Comparison of 1H NMR Spectra of CH and CH-PPI

Figure 4.20: Comparison of 1H NMR Spectra of CH and CH-PPI

Figure 4.21: 13C NMR Spectrum of CH-PPI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (3:2 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.22: 13C NMR Spectrum of CH-PPI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (3:2 by volume) (400 MHz)
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Figure 4.24: 13C NMR Spectrum of CH-PPI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (3:2 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.25: 1H NMR Spectrum of CH-PNI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (1:1 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.26: 1H NMR Spectrum of CH-PNI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (1:1 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.27: 1H NMR Spectrum of CH-PNI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (1:1 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.28: Comparison of 1H NMR Spectra of CH and CH-PPI

Figure 4.29: Comparison of 1H NMR Spectra of CH and CH-PNI

Figure 4.30: Comparison of 1H NMR Spectra of CH and CH-PNI

Figure 4.31: 13C NMR Spectrum of CH-PNI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (1:1 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.32: 13C NMR Spectrum of CH-PNI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (1:1 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.33: 13C NMR Spectrum of CH-PNI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (1:1 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.34: 13C NMR Spectrum of CH-PNI in CDCl3+CF3COOD (1:1 by volume) (400 MHz)

Figure 4.35: GPC Chromatograms of CH

Figure 4.36: GPC Chromatograms of CH-PPI

Figure 4.37: GPC Chromatograms of CH-PNI

Figure 4.38: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Acetone

Figure 4.39: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Dichloromethane

Figure 4.40: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Acetonitrile

Figure 4.41: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Chloroform

Figure 4.42: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Dimethylacetamide

Figure 4.43: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Dimethylformamide

Figure 4.44: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Dimethyl sulfoxide

Figure 4.45: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Ethyl acetate

Figure 4.46: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Ethanol

Figure 4.47: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Methanol

Figure 4.48: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Acetic acid

Figure 4.49: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Acetone

Figure 4.50: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Acetonitrile

Figure 4.51: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Chloroform

Figure 4.52: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Dicholoromethane

Figure 4.53: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Dimethylacetamide

Figure 4.54: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Dimethylformamide

Figure 4.55: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Dimethyl sulfoxide

Figure 4.56: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Ethyl acetate

Figure 4.57: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Ethanol

Figure 4.58: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Potassium Hydroxide

Figure 4.59: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Methanol

Figure 4.60: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Sodium Hydroxide

Figure 4.61: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in N-methylpyrrolidone

Figure 4.62: Normalized Absorption, Emission and Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Tetrahydrofuran

Figure 4.63: Overlap UV-vis Absorption Spectra of CH-PPI in Apolar Solvents

Figure 4.64: Overlap UV-vis Absorption Spectra of CH-PPI in Aprotic Solvents

Figure
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Solvents

Figure 4.66: Comparison of UV-vis Absorption Spectra of CH-PPI in Various
Solvents
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Figure 4.67: Overlap Emission Spectra of CH-PPI in Apolar Solvents

Figure 4.68: Overlap Emission Spectra of CH-PPI in Aprotic Solvents

Figure
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Solvents

Figure 4.70: Comparison of Emission Spectra of CH-PPI in Various Solvents
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Figure 4.71: Overlap Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Apolar Solvents

Figure 4.72: Overlap Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Aprotic Solvents

Figure
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Figure 4.74: Comparison of Excitation Spectra of CH-PPI in Various Solvents
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Figure 4.75: Overlap UV-vis Absorption Spectra of CH-PNI in Apolar Solvents

Figure 4.76: Overlap UV-vis Absorption Spectra of CH-PNI in Aprotic Solvents

Figure 4.77: Overlap UV-vis Absorption Spectra of CH-PNI in Protic Solvents

Figure
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Figure 4.79: Comparison of UV-vis Absorption Spectra of CH-PNI in Various Solvents
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Figure 4.80: Overlap Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in Apolar Solvents

Figure 4.81: Overlap Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in Aprotic Solvents

Figure 4.82: Overlap Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in Protic Solvents

Figure
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Figure 4.84: Comparison of Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in Various Solvents
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Figure 4.85: Overlap Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Apolar Solvents

Figure 4.86: Overlap Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Aprotic Solvents

Figure 4.87: Overlap Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Protic Solvents

Figure
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Figure 4.89: Comparison of Excitation Spectra of CH-PNI in Various Solvents
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Figure 4.90: Effect of Concentration and Filtration (with 0.2 μm microfilter) on Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in CHCl3 at Different
Concentrations

Figure 4.91: Effect of Concentration and Filtration (with 0.2 μm microfilter) on Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in DMAc at Different
Concentrations

Figure 4.92: Effect of Concentration and Filtration (with 0.2 μm microfilter) on Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in DMF at Different
Concentrations

Figure 4.93: Effect of Concentration and Filtration (with 0.2 μm microfilter) on Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in DMSO at Different
Concentrations

Figure 4.94: Effect of Concentration and Filtration (with 0.2 μm microfilter) on Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in NMP at Different
Concentrations

Figure 4.95: Effect of Concentration and Filtration (with 0.2 μm microfilter) on Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in THF at Different
Concentrations

Figure 4.96: Effect of Concentration and Filtration (with 0.2 μm microfilter) on Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in Acetic Acid at Different
Concentrations

Figure 4.97: Effect of Concentration and Filtration (with 0.2 μm microfilter) on Emission Spectra of CH-PNI in Sodium Hydroxide at
Different Concentrations

Figure 4.98: Comparison of UV-vis Absorption Spectra of CH-PPI in Solution and Solid-state

Figure 4.99: Comparison of UV-vis Absorption Spectra of CH-PNI in Solution and Solid-state

Figure 4.100: Absorption Spectra of ENPI in TCE at 1x10-6 M and 5x10-7 M.

Figure 4.101: Effect of Concentration on Absorption Spectra of ENPI in TCE at Different Concentrations

Figure 4.102: Normalized Absorption, and Emission Spectra of ENPI in TCE

Figure 4.103: Effect of Concentration on Emission Spectra of ENPI in TCE at Different Concentrations

Figure 4.104: Effect of Temperature on Emission Spectra of ENPI in TCE at 1x10-6 M

Figure 4.105: Effect of Temperature on Emission Spectra of ENPI in TCE at 2x10-6 M

Figure 4.106: Effect of Temperature on Emission Spectra of ENPI in TCE at 3x10-6 M

Figure 4.107: Effect of Temperature on Emission Spectra of ENPI in TCE at 4x10-6 M

Figure 4.108: DSC thermograms of CH, CH-PPI, CH-PNI and ENPI

Figure 4.109: TGA Curves of CH, CH-PPI, CH-PNI and ENPI

Figure 4.110: Solid-state cyclic voltammogram of CH at a scan rate of 100 mVs-1

Figure 4.111: Solid-state cyclic voltammogram of CH at different scan rates (mVs-1): 1 (50), 2 (100), 3 (200), 4 (300), 5 (400), 6 (500), 7
(750), 8 (1000) at 25°C

Figure 4.112: Solid-state Squarewave Voltammograms of CH at a Frequency of 100 Hz

Figure 4.113: Solid-state Squarewave Voltammograms of CH-PPI at Different frequencies (Hz): 1 (50), 2 (100), 3 (200), 4 (300), 5 (400),
6 (500), 7 (750), 8 (1000), 9 (1250), 10 (1500), 11 (1750), 12 (2000), at 25 °C

Figure 4.114: Cyclic Voltammogram of CH-PPI in DMAc; supporting electrolyte: NaBF4, scan rates (mVs-1): 100 at 25 °C

Figure 4.115: Cyclic Voltammograms of CH-PPI at Different Scan Rates in DMAc; supporting electrolyte: NaBF4,
scan rates (mVs-1): 1 (100), 2 (200), 3 (500) at 25 °C

Figure 4.116: Cyclic Voltammogram of CH-PNI in NMP; supporting electrolyte: NaBF4, scan rates (mVs-1): 100 at 25 °C

Figure 4.117: Cyclic Voltammograms of CH-PNI at Different Scan Rates in NMP; supporting electrolyte: NaBF4, scan rates (mVs-1):
1 (50), 2 (100), 3 (200) 4 (300), 5 (500), 6 (750), 8 (1000) at 25 °C

Figure 4.118: Square-wave voltammograms of CH-PPI in DMAc; supporting electrolyte: NaBF4, frequencies (Hz): 1 (25), 2 (50), at 25 °C

Figure 4.119: Solid-state Squarewave Voltammograms of CH-PNI in NMP at different Frequencies (Black:25 Hz, red:50Hz)

Figure 4.120: Solid-state cyclic voltammogram of CH-PPI at a scan rate of 100 mVs-1

Figure 4.121: Solid-state cyclic voltammograms of CH-PPI at different scan rates (mVs-1): 1 (50), 2 (100), 3 (200), 4 (300), 5 (400), 6
(500), 7 (750), 8 (1000) at 25°C

Figure 4.122: Solid-state Squarewave Voltammograms of CH-PPI at a Frequency of 100 Hz

Figure 4.123: Solid-state Squarewave Voltammograms of CH-PPI at Different frequencies (Hz): 1 (50), 2 (100), 3 (200), 4 (300), 5 (400),
6 (500), at 25 °C

Figure 4.124: Solid-state Squarewave Voltammograms of CH-PPI at Different frequencies (Hz): 1 (750), 2 (1000), 3 (1250), 4 (1500), 5
(1750), 6 (2000), at 25 °C

Figure 4.125: Solid-state cyclic voltammogram of CH-PNI at a scan rate of 100 mVs-1

Figure 4.126: Solid-state cyclic voltammograms of CH-PNI at different scan rates (mVs-1): 1 (100), 2 (200), 3 (500), 4 (750), 5 (1000),
at 25°C

Figure 4.127: Solid-state Squarewave Voltammograms of CH-PNI at Different frequencies (Hz): 1 (25), 2 (50) at 25 °C

Figure 4.128: Comparison of Solid-state Cylic and Squarewave Voltammograms of CH-PPI and CH at 100 mVs-1 scan rate and 100Hz
freqeuncy, respectively.

Figure 4.129: Comparison of Solid-state Cylic and Squarewave Voltammograms of CH-PNI and CH at 100 mVs-1 scan rate and 100Hz
freqeuncy, respectively.

Figure 4.130: Solid-state cyclic voltammogram of ENPI at a scan rate of 100 mVs-1

Figure 4.131: Solid-state cyclic voltammograms of ENPI at different scan rates

Figure 4.132: Solid-state square-wave voltammogram of ENPI at different scan rates

Figure 4.133: Calculation of Peak Currents (ipc and ipa) of CH-PPI

Figure 4.134: Optical Band Gap of CH-PPI in CHCl3.

Figure 4.135: Optical Band Gap of CH-PPI in DMAc.

Figure 4.136: Optical Band Gap of CH-PPI in solid state

Figure 4.137: Optical Band Gap of CH-PNI in CHCl3.

Figure 4.138: Optical Band Gap of CH-PNI in NMP.

Figure 4.139: Optical Band Gap of CH-PNI in solid state.

Chapter 5

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

5.1 Synthesis and Characterization
The synthetic routes, which are illustrated in Scheme 3.1 and Scheme 3.2, is used for
the synthesis of new low band gap polyimides. The syntheses of CH-PPI and CHPNI were accomplished by substitution reaction between amine groups of
commercially available chitosan (CH) and amide groups of industrial dyes, perylene
dianhydride (PDA) and naphthalene dianhydride (NDA) in the presence of Zn as
catalyst. All polymers were synthesized in significant yield. To prove the success of
the synthesis, reactants and products were fully characterized by Fourier transform
infrared spectra (FTIR) and, hydrogen- and carbon-nuclear magnetic resonance (1H
and

13

C NMR) as well as via elemental analysis. The synthesis details and

characterization of the aromatic polyimides were gathered together in the Chapter 4.

FTIR spectroscopy confirmed the covalent attachment of the chromophore dyes to
the chitosan polymer chains as shown in Figures 4.7 ‒ 4.11. The infrared spectra of
CH-PPI retained most of the bands of PDA; some of them lost and show new bands
(Figure 4.10). There are two features to attention; the characteristic band of the
perylene anhydride carbonyl strecthing band at 1773 cm-1 had disappeared and was
replaced by N-imide carbonyl strecthing band (1690 cm-1). Similarly, the
characteristic band of the C-O-C strecthing (1025 cm-1) had disappeared and was
replaced by C-N-C strecthing band (1362 cm-1). Similarly, the infrared spectrum of
CH-PNI was very similar to those of CH-PPI. In the FTIR spectrum of CH-PNI
(Figure 4.11), the characteristic band of the naphthalene anhydride carbonyl
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strecthing band at 1782 cm-1 had lost and was altered by N-imide carbonyl strecthing
band (1707 cm-1). In the similar manner, the characteristic band of the C-O-C
strecthing (1043 cm-1) had lost and was altered by C-N-C stretching band (1365 cm1

). After substitution of the perylene and naphthalene cores into the chitosan

polymer, the bands which indicate aromacity are not altered in the all spectra of
PDA, NDA, CH-PPI and CH-PNI. The IR spectrum of chitosan has shown
characteristic O-H stretchings at 3430 cm-1. Similarly, in the IR spectra of CH-PPI
and CH-PNI, O-H strecthings appeared at 3450 cm-1 and 3436 cm-1, respectively.
Additionally, -C-O-C- glycosidic linkage (1160 cm-1 in CH, 1180 cm-1 in CH-PPI,
1155 cm-1 in CH-PNI) and C-O strecthings coming from aliphatic ring appeared
almost same position in all spectra.

Completion of the synthesis has also been verified by 1H and

13

C NMR which are

illustrated from Figure 4.12 – to Figure 4.34. The 1H NMR spectrum of CH-PPI and
CH-PNI showed characteristics chemical shifts from the aromatic core moiety (seen
as a broad signal from 8.91 to 7.37 ppm for the perylene aromatic protons (Figure
4.17) and from 9.48 to 7.85 ppm for the naphthalene aromatic protons (Figure 4.26))
as well as the chitosan polymer moiety demonstrated distinct proton signals in the
aliphatic region that conflict with each other in the range between 4.48 to 1.43 ppm
correspond to the aliphatic protons of natural chitosan polymer (Figure 4. 18 and
4.28). In general, monomeric form of perylene and naphthalene diimides showed
sharp signals for the aromatic protons, in contrast with the polymeric ones the
resonance of the aromatic protons are differently shielded because of aggregation
behaviour [59]. The signals of aromatic protons in CH-PPI and CH-PNI were
significantly different from the monomeric ones and observed in a wide area. At this
point, it should be noted that the aromatic protons of CH-PPI and CH-PNI could be
shielded or de-shielded by the π-system of the neighbouring dye molecules that are
tightly packed in network structure. A new set of broad signals in the
210

13

C NMR

spectrum of CH-PPI (from 147.01 to 120.07 ppm) in Figure 4.23 and CH-PNI (from
142.49 to 102.96 ppm) in Figure 4.33 were attributed to aromatic carbons associated
with the perylene and naphthalene chromophore part, respectively. Furthermore,
carbonyl peaks of new fluorescent polyimides are observed at 165.66 ppm for CHPPI in Figure 4.24 and 162.14 ppm for CH-PNI in Figure 4.34. The signals of the
aliphatic carbons located in a reasonable chemical shift region from 96.98 to 51.19
ppm for CH-PPI in Figure 4.22 and from 102.96 to 43.82 ppm for CH-PNI in Figure
4.32. As a conclusion, both FTIR and NMR datas prove the structure of the new
polyimides.

5.2 Solubility of Low Band Gap Polyimides
The solubility properties of the PDA, NDA, CH, CH-PPI and CH-PNI are also listed
in Table 5.1. It was clearly noticed that incorporation of the aliphatic chitosan
biopolymer in the backbone caused striking solubility of polyimides. It is well known
that CH is poorly soluble except only in acidic solvents such as 1 % acetic acid and 1
M HCl as well as PDA and NDA is usually insoluble in most organic solvents.
Although most of the polyimides in the literature have pour solubility, new chitosan
substituted perylene and naphthalene polyimides have remarkable solubility in
common organic solvents including dimethylacetamide, dimethylsulfoxide, and
dimethylformamide at room temperature. By imidization aromatic core of dyes at
imide position can interrupt the steric hindrance of dye molecules by losing the rigid
planarity thus improving solubility. However, the solubility of new polyimides in
aqueous medium was not as touchy as organic medium. When viewed in terms of
application the restricted solubility of CH and industrial dyes limits their feasibility,
but CH-PPI and CH-PNI with improved solubility in a wide range of common
organic solvents are strong candidates for solution processable polymer based
organic solar cells.
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Table 5.1: Solubility of PDA, NDA, CH, CH-PPI and CH-PNI.

Solvent

PDA

NDA

Solubility/Color
CH

CH-PPI

CH-PNI

‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Orange
+‒
Yellow
CHCl3
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Green
+ ‒ Pale Green
EtAc
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Yellow
+‒
Yellow
CH2Cl2
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Green
+ ‒ Pale Green
Acetone
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Orange
+ ‒ Pale Green
EtOH
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Orange
+ ‒ Pale Green
MeOH
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Green
THF
‒‒
Colorless
+ ‒ Pale Green ‒ ‒
Colorless
+ ‒ Dark Green
NMP
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Pale Pink
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Brown
+ ‒ Dark Green
DMF
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Orange
+ ‒ Pale Green
CH3CN
‒‒
Colorless
+ ‒ Pale Green ‒ ‒
Colorless
+‒
Brown
+‒
Green
DMAc
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Brown
+‒
Green
DMSO
‒
‒
Colorless
‒
‒
Colorless
‒
‒
Colorless
‒
‒
Colorless
‒
‒
Colorless
H2 O
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Green
NaOH
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Green
KOH
‒‒
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
++
Colorless
‒‒
Colorless
+‒
Green
Acedic Acid (%1)
-1
Measured at a concentration of 0.1 mg mL in solvents at 25 °C. (+ +): soluble; (+ ‒): partially soluble; (‒ ‒): not soluble.
EtAc: ethylacetate; NMP:N-methylpyrrolidinone; DMF: N,N-dimethylformamide; DMAc: dimethylacetamide; DMSO:
dimethyl sulfoxide.

5.3 Characterization of GPC and Intrinsic Viscosities
The result of GPC measurement of chitosan polymer was obtained by gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) in 0.1 M NaCl / 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid solution at 25 °C
and showed in Figure 4.35. The weight-average molecular weight (Mw) and numberaverage molecular weight (Mn) of commercial chitosan biopolymer were measured
as about 460000 g/mol and 43315 g/mol with a high polydispersity index (PDI) of
10.62, respectively. Such a polymer with a high polydispersity demonstrated the nonhomogeneous appearance in size. The intrinsic viscosity of chitosan biopolymer was
estimated also as 4.0 dL g-1.

GPC chromatograms of fluorescent chitosan polymers, showed in Figure 4.36 and
Figure 4.37, were achieved from a GPC measurement recorded in DMSO / 0.1 M
LiCl solution. The weight-average molecular weights (Mw) of CH-PPI and CH-PNI
were found as 21300 g/mol and 18600 g/mol, respectively. The number-average
molecular weights (Mn) of the polymers were found also as 8290 g/mol and 5760
g/mol, respectively. The polydispersity index (PDI) of CH-PPI and CH-PNI were
found as 2.56 and 3.23, respectively. The PDI values of polyimides were lower than
commercial chitosan.

In comparison with GPC datas, viscosity measurements of polymers were carried out
to determine intrinsic viscosities. The measured intrinsic viscosities ([η]) of polymers
were calculated as 8.71 dL g-1 in dimethylacetamide for CH-PPI and as 6.38 dL g-1in
N-methylpyrrolidinone for CH-PNI. As expected, it is noteworthy that the intrinsic
viscosities of polyimides were higher than CH owing to the polymeric network
structure.
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5.4 Analyses of NMR Spectra
The NMR spectra of commercial chitosan biopolymer and synthesized new
polyimides have been shown below (Fig 4.12 to 4.34). The structure of the polymers
and purity of the products were confirmed by the NMR datas.

CHITOSAN:

Figure 5.1. NMR Analysis of Chitosan

1

HNMR(400 MHz, CF3COOD + CDCl3 1:1 δ

m:

1.43 (t, J = 7.16 Hz, 2CH, H-C (4), H-C (7)), 2.19 (s, 2CH, H-C (2), H-C (9)), 2.23
(s, 2NH2, H2N-C (2), H2N-C (9)), 2.36 (s, 4OH, HO-C (3), HO-C (6), HO-C (8), HOC (12), 2.39 (d, J = 3.12 Hz, 2CH, H-C (3), H-C (8)), 4.03 (s, 2CH, H-C (5), H-C
(11)), 4.25 (q, J = 7.40 Hz, 2CH2, H2-C (6), H2-C (12)), 4.48 (q, J = 7.16 Hz, 2CH,
H-C (1), H-C (10)).
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CH-PPI:

Figure 5.2. NMR Analysis of CH-PPI
13

C NMR(400 MHz, C2F3O2D + CDCl3 2:3 , δ : 65.09 ( 4 CH2, C (6), C (6'), C

(12), C (12')), 104.29 ( 4 CH, C (1), C (1'), C (7), C (7'), 147.01-120.07 (20 Ar (C), C
(13-24)), 165.66 (4 C=O, C (25), C (26), C (27), C (28)).
1

H NMR(400 MHz, C2F3O2D + CDCl3 2:3 , δ : 1.42 (t, J = ? Hz, 4 CH, H-C (4),

H-C (4'), H-C (7), H-C (7')), 2.17 (s, 4CH, H-C (2), H-C (2'), H-C (9), H-C (9')), 2.22
(s, 2NH2, H-N (9), H-N (9')), 2.35 (s, 8OH, OH-C (3), OH-C (6), OH-C (3'), OH-C
(6'), OH-C (8), OH-C (12), OH-C (8'), OH-C (12')), 2.40 (d, J = ? Hz, 4CH, H-C (3),
H-C (3'), H-C (8), H-C (8')), 4.02 (s, 4 CH, H-C (5), H-C (5'), H-C (11), H-C (11')),
4.25 (q, J = ? Hz, 4CH2, H-C (6), H-C (6'), H-C (12), H-C (12')), 4.48 (q, J = ? Hz,
4CH, H-C (1), H-C (1'), H-C (10), H-C (10')), 8.91-7.37 (m, 8 Ar-H, H-C (13), H-C
(14), H-C (17), H-C (18), H-C (19), H-C (20), H-C (23), H-C (24)).
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CH-PNI:

Figure 5.3. NMR Analysis of CH-PNI

13

CNMR OF CH-PNI(400 MHz, C2F3O2D + CDCL3 1:1

δ

m : 67.80 ( 4

CH2, C (6), C (6'), C (12), C (12')), 102.96 ( 4 CH, C (1), C (1'), C (7), C (7'), 142.49122.05 (10 Ar (C), C (13-20) , C (25), C (26),), 162.14 (4 C=O, C (21), C (22), C
(23), C (24)).
1

HNMR OF CH-PNI(400 MHz, C2F3O2D + CDCL3 1:1 δ

m : 1.27 (t, J = ?

Hz, 4 CH, H-C (4), H-C (4'), H-C (7), H-C (7')), 2.14 (s, 4CH, H-C (2), H-C (2'), HC (9), H-C (9')), 2.37 (s, 2NH2, H-N (9), H-N (9')), 2.67 (s, 8OH, OH-C (3), OH-C
(6), OH-C (3'), OH-C (6'), OH-C (8), OH-C (12), OH-C (8'), OH-C (12')), 2.88 (d, J
= ? Hz, 4CH, H-C (3), H-C (3'), H-C (8), H-C (8')), 3.92 (s, 4 CH, H-C (5), H-C (5'),
H-C (11), H-C (11')), 4.27 (q, J = ? Hz, 4CH2, H-C (6), H-C (6'), H-C (12), H-C
(12')), 4.33 (q, J = ? Hz, 4CH, H-C (1), H-C (1'), H-C (10), H-C (10')), 9.48-7.85 (m,
4 Ar-H, H-C (14), H-C (15), H-C (18), H-C (19))
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5.5 Analyses of Photophysical Properties
5.5.1 Photophysical Properties of CH-PPI
Photo-physical properties of the CH-PPI were investigated in different polarity of the
solvents (apolar, polar aprotic and polar protic) with UV-vis absorption, excitation
and fluorescence emission which are depicted in Figures 4.38 to 4.47 and Table 4.5
to Table 4.12 that summarize the spectral data. The emission and excitation spectra
of CH-PPI were taken at λexc = 485 and λems = 620 nm, respectively. And also, the
relative fluorescence quantum yields were determine in various solvents by using
N,N' –didodecyl-3,4,9,10-perylenebis(dicarboximide) in chloroform as the reference.
All other information regarding optical properties are presented in Table 4.13,
featuring the maximum absorption wavelength λmax (nm), stoke shifts (cm-1), ratios
of absorption intensities A0→0/ A0→1, extinction coefficients εmax (L mol-1 cm-1),
oscillator strength ƒ , fluorescence quantum yields ɸf (λexc = 485 nm), radiative
lifetimes τ0 (ns), fluorescence lifetimes τf (ns), fluorescence rate constants kf (107 sec1

), rate constant of radiationless deactivation kd and singlet energy Es (kcal mol-1)

data of CH-PPI. The optical band gap of 2.28 eV was calculated from the onset of
absorption at 544 nm in chloroform solution. This is consistent with the measured
band gap using cyclic voltammetry (1.91 eV).

As can be seen Figure 4.63 and Figure 4.67, the absorption and emission bands of
CH-PPI are substantially unchanged when treated in apolar solvents and shows
typical π‒π* transition of perylene bisimide with increasing intensity at higher
wavelengths. These bands are strong and well-resolved that are assigned to the
vibronic components of the S0→S1 transition which is in agreement with literature.
The most intense absorption peak at 525 nm represents the lowest energy transition
from the ground state to the first excited state (0 → 0) while other smaller two
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maxima peaks at 488 and 461 nm attribute to the 0 → 1 and 0 → 2 vibronic energy
transitions, respectively. The quantum yield of CH-PPI was very high in non-polar
solvent. One reason for this effect, CH-PPI can have an internal charge transfer
between perylene’s carbonyl groups and chitosan’s functional groups as acceptor and
donor group, respectively. The excitation bands for CH-PPI in apolar solvents
showed no significant changes compared with those in other solvents.

Regarding the absorption in polar aprotic solvents (Figure 4.64), the absorption
maximum was slightly bathochromic shifted (9 nm) in comparison with that in ethyl
acetate and DMSO. In DMSO, the intensity of the 0 → 0 absorption band was
diminished and it was almost equal to the intensity of the 0 → 1 absorption band.
Also, the intensity of the 0→0 excitation band in DMAc and DMF is almost equal to
the intensity of the 0→1 excitation band and the shape of the spectra is broader than
the others. This variation has been attributed to the weak molecular interactions with
the solvent molecules. When solvent polarity increases in polar aprotic solvents,
maximum emission bands of CH-PPI red shifted from 526 nm in ethyl acetate to 545
nm in DMSO (Figure 4.68). And also the intensity of the 0 → 0 emission band
become weaker and showed broad “excimer-type emission” spectrum. Additionally
the latter, quenching of fluorescent emission of CH-PPI in DMSO (Φf = 0.38) was
more obvious than the other solvents which can be explained by π – π stacking with
the formation of excimer in solution. Another reason for this effect could be electron
or energy transfer from perylene moiety to its environment thus increasing nonradiative decay in which the low energy excited state is not radiatively coupled to the
ground state.

CH-PPI in polar protic solvents showed hypsochromic absorption bands comparing
to the other solvents; the 0 → 0 absorption bands at 515 nm in methanol and at 518
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nm in ethanol had a dramatic decrease comparing to the intensity of 0 → 1
absorption band at 487-489 nm in both solvents (Figure 4.65). The excitation spectra
of CH-PPI in protic solvents are the super-imposed image of the absorption spectrum
(Figure 4.73). Further, CH-PPI showed red shifted emission bands in protic solvents
comparing to the other solvents (expect DMSO) (Figure 4.70). The 0 → 0 emission
band at 541 nm in methanol was almost equal to the intensity of the 1 → 0 emission
band at 567 nm. These spectral changes were most likely due to intra- and
intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions took place between perylene moiety
and its environment (chitosan polymer and solvent molecules). On the other hand,
while fluorescence quenching in polar media suggested that efficient photoinduced
electron/charge transfer takes place between perylene moiety and solvent molecules
as well as between perylene and chitosan polymer.

Each molecular unit has their own characteristic force field, and when another
molecular entity surpasses this area, the possibility that two units will interact,
increases considerably. About the radius of such a force field for perylenes is
estimated to be between 90-120 Å. Eventually, aggregation associated with
intramolecular attraction (folding) or intermolecular attraction (self-assembly) are
observed when these circumstances are met in solution. Both folded and selfassembled π-stacks contribute shifting from 0→0 into 0→1 transition of perylene
absorption spectrum. In this manner, a new model for quantifying degree of
aggregation in perylene containing polymers was deducted by optical absorption
ratio between the 0→0 and 0→1 transitions while free (un-folded) perylene diimides
show normal Franck‒Condon progression with A0→0/ A0→1 ≈ 1.6 whereas folded
perylenes have an inverse intensity distributions among their vibronic states, A0→0/
A0→1 = 0.7 . Despite CH-PPI is very slightly aggregated in non-polar and aprotic
solutions between 1.10‒1.27, in the case of protic solvents such as ethanol and
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methanol A0→0/A0→1 values are 0.92 and 0.89, respectively implying that CH-PPI is
strongly aggregated and most likely exist as a dimer in solution. It was also observed
that aggregation promote the CH-PPI emission shift from 0→0 emission (541 nm) to
1→0 emission (567 nm) which is red-shifted with respect to the monomer CH-PPI.
At the same time, absorption spectrum of the CH-PPI in solid films changed
massively comparing with their absorption spectra in solution. The most intense peak
observed at 499 nm and second at 538 nm with A0→0/ A0→1 value of 0.90. However,
absorption peak became wider (400‒800 nm) than those in solution. Moreover, no
emission and excitation peak was detected in solid-state film for newly synthesized
polymer. All these spectral changes may be caused by the strong π-π aggregation of
the perylene dyes in solid film state which makes them attractive structure for energy
transfer applications. Many perylene derivatives have been demonstrated to
aggregate in solid films where head-to-tail interaction and face-to-face packing
induced bathochromic and hypsochromic shifts, respectively. As a consequence the
photophysical properties of the CH-PPI confirmed again that perylene was blended
into the chitosan polymer. The evidence of energy transfer could be also confirmed
by the fluorescence excitation spectrum. Although energy transfer process was not
very significant in this system, the fluorescence excitation spectra well matched with
the corresponding visible absorption spectra in both polar and nonpolar solvents. In
general, the energy transfer process does not depend on solvent polarity whereas
divergent spectra profiles observed with the increasing of polarity. These differences
might arise from the stabilization of the ground electronic state of perylene
chromophore by the polar solvent that could be induced energy transfer. It is
anticipated that effective electron transfer reactions can be found in a covalently
linked donor-acceptor system. The fluorescence quenching in different polar solvents
can indirectly denote the existence of that case.
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5.5.2 Photophysical Properties of CH-PNI
Photo-physical properties of the CH-PNI were investigated in different polarity of
the solvents (apolar, polar aprotic and polar protic) with UV-vis absorption,
excitation and fluorescence emission which are depicted in Figure 4.48 ‒ 4.62 and
Table 4.5 ‒ 4.12 that summarize the spectral data. The emission and excitation
spectra of CH-PNI were taken at λexc = 360 and λems = 620 nm, respectively. And
also, the relative fluorescence quantum yields were determine in various solvents by
using anthracene (Φf = 0.27) as reference by exciting at 360 nm in ethanol. All other
information regarding optical properties are presented in Table 4.13, featuring the
maximum absorption wavelength λmax (nm), stoke shifts (cm-1), ratios of absorption
intensities A0→0/ A0→1, extinction coefficients εmax (L mol-1 cm-1), oscillator strength
ƒ , fluorescence quantum yields ɸf (λexc = 360 nm), radiative lifetimes τ0 (ns),
fluorescence lifetimes τf (ns), fluorescence rate constants kf (107 sec-1), rate constant
of radiationless deactivation kd and singlet energy Es (kcal mol-1) data of CH-PNI.
The optical band gap of 2.72 eV was calculated from the onset of absorption at 414
nm in chloroform solution. This is consistent with the measured band gap using
cyclic voltammetry (1.97 eV).

The UV-vis absorption spectra of CH-PNI were recorded in different solvents.
Figure 4.75 showed the absorption spectra of CH-PNI in apolar medium with
maximum absorbance peaks at 370 (0 → 2), 396 (394 in dicholoromethane) (0 → 1)
and 414 nm (0 → 0), respectively which are ascribed to the characteristic π‒π*
vibronic transitions of naphthalene diimides core. The most intense absorption peak
at 396 nm (394 in dicholoromethane) represents the 0 → 1 energy transition from the
ground state to the second excited state. In contrast to the classical naphthalene dyes,
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the intensities of the vibronic absorption bands of CH-PNI are declining in the order
of 0 → 1 > 0 → 0 > 0 → 2. This variation is attributed to the heavy aggregation of
dye molecules at ground state even in less polar solvents originating from network
structure of polymer. As shown in Figure 4.80, three emission bands are observed in
apolar medium which were not similar to the absorption spectra like CH-PPI. The
influence of the polymeric network structure on fluorescence properties is clearly
appreciable. It was found that incorporation of naphthalene dyes into the chitosan
biopolymer alters the fluorescence properties of CH-PNI. The emission band
maximum that was observed at 525 nm in dichloromethane is the most red-shifted
one comparing to the other solvents (except 552 nm in DMF). That type of emission
is attributed to the excimer type emission which is arising from strong intermolecular
interactions of dye molecules arranged through planar polymer chain in solution.

Figure 4.76 reveals that the absorption intensities of typical π‒π* transitions of
naphthalene core are gradually diminished and are not well-resolved in aprotic
solutions (except acetonitrile) when compared to absorption of CH-PNI in apolar
ones. Despite that, the absorption of CH-PNI in polar aprotic medium was very broad
and extended up to 550 nm which is unusual for naphthalene diimides indicating the
presence of strong charge transfer interactions at the ground state. Moreover, a small
blue shift occurred in aprotic solvents from 414 nm to 407 nm and new important
vibronic band of in the region from 353 to 365 nm observed in polar aprotic spectra
at high energy region of electromagnetic spectrum was. The disappearance of
vibronic peaks and appearance of new peaks are associated with the heavy π‒π
aggregation of dye cores within the solvent molecules. The influence of aprotic
solvent polarity on emission and polarizability of CH-PNI was also studied. As can
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be seen in Figure 4.81, the increasing solvent polarity caused highly bathochromic
shifting of emission band maxima from 450 nm to 474 nm (except in acetonitrile) by
altering the energy levels of excited states in the novel polyimide. Increasing solvent
polarity also cause changing in the spectral shape of the emission where exhibits a
single broad excimer type emission band especially in DMAc attributed to the π‒π
aggregation behaviour.

Similarly to the absorption spectra of aprotic solvents, the absorption intensities of
classical π‒π* transitions of the dye core in polar protic medium are completely
disappeared which seems as shoulder (Figures 4.77) at longer wavelength and new
band was also observed at 354 nm. Interestingly, a new another additional band with
high absorption intensity was distinguished at 344 nm in methanol and 347 nm in
ethanol, respectively. These spectral and vibronic changes of CH-PNI in polar protic
solvents are attributed to the possible hydrogen-bonding interactions between
functional groups of dye and polymer. Moreover, the solvatochromic effect was also
observed by increasing solvent polarity. Figure 4.82 depicts the emission properties
of CH-PNI in protic solvents. Similarly to their absorption spectra, the emission
characteristics were quite different from the other solvents. As the medium changed
from apolar to polar, display broad excimer emissions attributed to the higher degree
of hydrogen bond formation. By increasing di-electric constant of protic solvent, the
emission band maxima of CH-PPI slightly red shifted from 457 to 461 nm. In
addition, a small shoulder peak that observed at 408 in ethanol was disappeared in
methanol.

On the other hand, the absorption spectra of CH-PNI in acidic and basic medium
were also different from the organic medium indicating the diversity in
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intermolecular interactions which were shown in Figure 4.79. In acetic acid, CH-PNI
UV-vis spectrum shows two blue shifted absorption bands at 356 and 391 nm. CHPNI UV-vis spectra in NaOH and KOH show two absorption bands with increasing
intensities at lower wavelengths at 401 and 341 nm. The emission spectra of CH-PNI
in acidic and basic medium were depicted in Figure 4.83. It is clear that excimer
type-emissions exist when considering the spectral shape and broadening of the
spectra in these solvents.

To understand the energy transfer phenomena in CH-PNI, fluorescence excitation
spectra were also studied in all solvents (Figure 4.89). In general, the excitation
spectra of dye molecules are exactly identical with absorption spectra. But here, the
fluorescence excitation spectra of CH-PNI are unique and also confirm the existence
of different absorbing species in the ground state for instance different type of
aggregates (dimer, trimer, and so on).

The low fluorescence quantum yields of CH-PNI in all solvents indicate the
quenching of fluorescence originating from highly π‒π stacking interactions of
naphthalene core which are good aggrement with literature data.

Eventually, it is evident from all the photophysical datas that both of the polyimides
perylene and naphthalene dyes are highly electro-active and undergoes specific
interactions between neighbouring dye molecules and also content of chitosan and
solvent molecules.
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5.5.2.1 Effect of Concentration Dependency on Emission Spectra of CH-PNI
Figures 4.90 – 4.97 reveal the effect of concentration on fluorescence spectra and
also fluorescence spectra of filtered solution through a 0.2 μm SPR microfilter in
different kinds of solvents at different concentrations. Interestingly in chloroform,
four charming excimer type-emission bands are observed at 406, 456, 518 and 551
nm, respectively. The wide shape of the emission spectra does not change with
increasing concentration, only the intensity slightly increased. In contrast to their
initial shape upon filtration of the solutions through 0.2 μm SPR microfilter (Figure
4.90), the emission bands are blue shifted and appearing at 421 and 440 nm with a
shoulder at 523 nm. The fluorescence intensity of the micro filtered solutions are
much greater (approximately four times higher) than their initial states. This
behaviour indicates highly self-aggregation of dye molecules through planar network
chain even in nonpolar solvent medium. Despite the emission intensity of CH-PNI
does not altered upon increasing concentration in tetrahydrofuran Figure (4.95), the
maximum emission peak is red-shifted by about 47 nm with a splitting peak at 490
nm. On the other hand, two significant peaks detected at 388 and 409 nm in the
filtered solutions. As can be depict from Figure 4.91-4.93, in polar aprotic solvents
(such as DMF, DMAc and DMSO), characteristic broad long and shapeless excimer
type emission bands are also observed and these are generally bathochromic shifted
both in un-filtered and filtered solutions up to 601 nm and 592 nm, respectively and
gradually decreased in intensity at higher concentrations which was assigned as
extensive concentration dependent π‒π stacking interactions between aromatic cores.
Moreover, the shoulder peak at the 405nm (406 nm in DMSO) at lower
concentration diminished with increasing concentration indicating the possibility of
different type of electronic transitions. Although the shape of the emission spectra in
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NMP solvent (Figure 4.94) remained same by altering concentration and
microfiltration. As expected, it was the result of heavily aggregation of dye units than
the other polar aprotic solvents, the emission peak similarly red shifted and intensity
decreased with increasing concentration. Except characteristic emission spectra of
CH-PNI in acetic acid and NaOH, there is no significant change upon filtration of the
solutions through 0.2 μm SPR microfilter (Figure 4.96 and 4.97). Consequently,
there is huge intensive non-covalent interactions exist at excitated states dependent
on concentration and solvent type.
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5.5.3 Photophysical Properties of ENPI
Since ENPI has best solubility in TCE, the photophysical properties of the ENPI
were investigated in TCE solvent via UV-vis and fluorescence emission
spectroscopies in Figures 4.100 to 4102. All other optical parameter such as
maximum absorption wavelength λmax, extinction coefficients εmax, , fluorescence
quantum yields ɸf, radiative lifetimes τ0 , fluorescence lifetimes τf , fluorescence rate
constants kf , and singlet energy Es data of ENPI are presented in Table 4.13. In
Figure 4.100, ENPI has three characteristic absorption transition at 344, 361 and 382
nm and shows additional blueshifted absorption bands at 296, 312 and 326 nm at 1 x
10-6 M concentration which can be attributed to 0→2 transition. As can be seen
Figure 4.100, when the concentration was reduced to 5 x 10-7 M, more intense and
broad absorption band is came to view at 282 nm followed by a shoulder peak at
326nm together with most intense bands at 345, 362 and 382 nm. As can be depicted
from the Figure 4.101, the absorption intensiy of 0→0 transition was low comparing
to the intensity 0→1 absorption band at five different solutions of different
concentrations. Moreover, the molar absorption coefficients of ENPI for the
absorption peaks 0→0, 0→1 and 0→2 were found as 972700 mol L-1 cm-1, 1021000
mol L-1 cm-1 and 599000 mol L-1 cm-1, respectively. To the best our knownledge,
such these kinds of very high molar absortivities is the first time reported for
naphthalene based polymers in the literature. The reason for this effects in UV-vis
spectra could be conformational structure of high molecular weight polymer that
effects π─π* electron transitions and leads strong intermolecular interactions such as
π─π stacking, hydrogen-bonding or hydrophobic interactions that directed selfaggregation of the dyes molecules of ENPI. The fluorescence spectra of the
naphthalene based polyimide ENPI were shown in Figure 4.102. As compared with
the absorption spectrum in TCE, the emission spectrum of ENPI have low two
emission bands at 392 and 412 nm together with red-shifted and very broad excimer
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peak within high intensity at 492 nm attributed to strong π─π stacking of the
conjugated chromophoric units in the polymeric chain. The effect of concentration
on emission spectra of ENPI were at variable concentration was also shown in Figure
4.103. Although, the wide shape of emission spectra and position of the excimer type
emission bands do not altered by increasing concentration, the maximum intensity of
emission bands decreased. This behaviour indicates fluorescence quenching by the
concentration and also excimer formation even in very low concentration. Figures
4.104 to 4.107, depict the emission spectra of ENPI at various temperatures and
concentrations. The emission spectra in all temperature values do not show any
changes in peak shapes and positions. However, the intensities of emission peaks for
all four different molarities were decreased by increasing temperature from 0 °C to
70 °C. This result was most probably due to conformational transitions in polymeric
chains that leading to decrease in molecular inter- and intra-molecular interactions
depends on concentration, temperature and solvent.
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5.6 Thermal Stability
The thermal behaviours of the polymeric polyimides were explored by DSC (heating
rate 10 °C min-1, Figures 4.108) and TGA technigues (heating rate 10 °C min-1,
Figures 4.109). Figure 4.108 indicates the DSC thermograms recorded for
polyimides and chitosan biopolymer. In the DSC thermogram, commercial chitosan
revealed an exothermic peak at 303 °C which represents the degradation of chitosan,
no visible glass transition temperature were observed in the DSC run for CH-PPI and
CH-PNI up to 440 °C and for ENPI up to 300 °C in the same atmosphere. The DSC
curves of polyimides showed a high starting temperature for decomposition (Td).
Figure 4.109 shows the thermogravimetric analysis of the polyimides. The TGA of
chitosan and CH-PPI exhibited that they started decomposing at 270 °C and at 443
°C in oxygen atmosphere, respectively. For chitosan, a rapid weight loss of 55 % of
the initial weight was occurred between 250 and 450 °C. When it was heated to 550
°C, all of the initial weight was lost, and almost zero char yield observed. For CHPPI, no significant weight losses were observed up to 400 °C. A rapid weight lost of
40 % of the initial weight occurred between 450 and 500 °C. When the compound
was heated to 750 °C, 95 % of the initial weight was lost and a 5 % char yield was
observed. The thermogravimetric analysis of CH-PNI represents that CH-PNI began
to lose mass at 310 °C in nitrogen atmosphere. When CH-PNI was heated to 900 °C,
45 % of the initial weight was lost and 55 % char yield was behind. Because of
enhancement in π─π staking of hydrophobic naphthalene dyes together with long
alkoxy chains, ENPI show also high thermal stability and started to lose its initial
weight at 400°C. It is clearly evident that new synthesized polyimides have
outstanding thermal stability than their naturally occurred one that could be attributed
to the symmetry of the network structure of the polyimides and intermolecular
forces.
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5.7 Electrochemistry of Novel Polyimides
To manifest the impact of the network structure on the electron/energy transfer was
also explored. The electrochemical features of chitosan and new polyimides were
investigated in detail using square-wave and cyclic voltammetries in solution
(supporting electrolyte: 0.1 M NaBF4) and also in solid state (supporting electrolyte:
1 M HCl). All the measured redox potentials, band gap energy Eg, LUMO (lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital) and HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital)
values were tabulated between Table 4.14 and 4.23.
5.7.1 Electrochemistry of CH-PPI
The redox properties of CH-PPI were determined by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and
squarewave voltammetric (SQWV) measurements. The CVs of CH-PPI were
illustrated in Figures 4.113 -4.117 that are studied in DMAc and electrochemical
datas were tabulated in Table 4.14 and 4.17. CH-PPI undergoes four quasi-reversible
one-electron reductions at -0.29 V, -0.54 V, -0.75 V and -1.27 V (vs.
ferrocene/ferrocenium) with a ΔEp=80-90 mV, in DMAc at 100 mV s-1 scan rate. The
calculated ΔEp values of CH-PPI in the rage 80-90 mV demonstrate that reversibility
of electron transfers were consistent with perylene based polymers in the literature.
The calculated cathodic and anodic peak current ratios (ipa/ipc) were almost equal to
unity indicating the high reversibility. Electrochemical stability of CH-PPI was also
analyzed at different scan rates by measuring repeated cycles of redox processes
thoroughly and the results at the entire scanning rate were tabulated in the Table
4.14. At high scan rate (500 mV s-1), the peak separations are changed in the range of
110-210 mV that indicate prudent reproducibility of current as expected from high
polarity solvent medium. In order to elucidate the number of peak potentials of CHPPI, square wave voltammograms were also measured. Referring to Figure 4.118
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Similar to the CV, SQWVs of CH-PPI showed three reversible one-electron
reductions at -0.35 V, -0.80 V and -1.32 V (vs. ferrocene/ferrocenium, frequency: 25
Hz) indicating the formation of anions in DMAc. The obtained results confirm the
reduction processes and are well agreement with cyclic voltammetry in DMAc.
In order to explore the solid state electrochemistry of CH-PPI, solid state cyclic and
square wave voltammetry were also studied. As depicted in Figure 4.120, cyclic
voltammagrams of perylene substituted chitosan polymer showed reversible one
electron reduction and oxidation steps at 0.568

V

and 0.215 V (vs.

ferrocene/ferrocenium, scan rate: 100 mV s-1), respectively. This is implied that there
was a remarkable interaction between its electro-active entities due to network
morphology. Comparing with CV data of chitosan (Figure 4.128), one clear and
reversible oxidation wave of CH-PPI was also appeared at the same point (E1/2ox =
0.218 V) in the positive direction with a peak potential ΔEpox = 331 mV. Similarly,
the square-wave voltammograms of CH-PPI showed reversible oxidation potential at
0.459 mV (vs. ferrocene/ferrocenium, scan rate: 100 Hz). The results of cyclic and
square-wave voltammetry were in good agreement. Beside that the reduction of PDI
moiety was observed at 0.568 V in the negative direction, corresponding to the
formation of radical anion. The electrochemical stability and reversibility of the
redox processes of CH-PPI was also examined by measuring repeated cycles of
redox processes. CH-PPI showed completely reversible oxidation and reduction steps
for the entire scanning rate in a region of 50-1000 mV s-1 and 50-2000 Hz at solid
state. The electrochemical examination implied that the perylene moiety and the
chitosan moiety in new electro-active polymer could show their individual
electrochemical properties. This indicated that new system which obtained by direct
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connection of perylene and chitosan was concerned as donor-acceptor system at solid
state.

In order to calculate the absolute energies of LUMO level of CH-PPI with respect to
the vacuum level, the redox data have been standardized to the ferrocene/ferricenium
couple which is an absolute value of -4.8 eV. While the LUMO energy levels of CHPPI in solution and solid state were calculated from cylic voltammograms, as -3.65
eV and -4.23 eV, respectively, the optical band gap Eg values were found as 2.28 eV
in solution and 1.91 eV in solid state. Accordingly, the HOMO energy levels of CHPPI were obtained as -5,02 eV in solution and -6.14 eV in solid state.
5.7.2 Electrochemistry of CH-PNI
The redox properties of CH-PNI were also determined by cyclic voltammetry (CV)
and squarewave voltammetric (SQWV) measurements. The CVs of CH-PNI were
illustrated in Figures 4.116 -4.117 that are studied in NMP and electrochemical datas
were tabulated in Table 4.18 – 4.21. CH-PNI undergoes one reversible one-electron
reduction at -1.15 V (vs. ferrocene/ferrocenium) with a ΔEp=260 mV, in NMP at 100
mV s-1 scan rate which is the reduction of the neutral compound to radical anion
(CH-PNI‒) (Figure 4.116). Although the peak separation (ΔEp) range was about 250300 mV for the entire scan rate from 50-1000 mV s-1, the calculated peak currents
ratio (ipa/ipc) were equal to the unity which confirms the complete reversibility of
reduction process as can be seen in Table 4.19. SQWVs of CH-PPI are much more
sensitive than the CV data. Interestingly, additional two reduction peaks were
appeared at -0.48 V and -0.71 V near to the reduction peak at -1.15 V (vs. Ag/AgCl,
frequency: 25 Hz) (Figure 4.127). The solid-state electrochemical property of CHPNI was determined with cyclic and square-wave voltammetries. In a similar way to
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CH-PPI, the cyclic voltammograms of CH-PNI showed one quasi-reversible
reduction wave and one reversible oxidation wave, implying the formation of anions
and cations (vs ferrocene/ferrocenium, scan rate:100 mV s-1) with peak potential
separations (ΔEp) -0.53 V and 0.215 V, respectively. The oxidation wave of CH-PNI
is almost identical with chitosan moiety. Similar to the SQWV data in solution, CHPNI has shown additional reduction peak (Figure 4.127) at -0.269 V between
oxidation peak at 0.299 V and reduction peak at -0.599 V(vs Ag/AgCl, frequency: 25
Hz). The observation of a new peaks both in solution and in solid-state could be
attributed to the existence of electronic interaction between neighbouring
chromophore and/or its environment.

The LUMO energies of CH-PNI in NMP and solid-state were determined from
cyclic voltammograms as -3.65 eV and -4.27 eV, respectively. The optical band gap
(Eg) values of CH-PNI are calculated as 2.45 eV and 1.97 eV in NMP and solidstate, respectively. From these values, the HOMO energies of CH-PNI were
estimated as as -5,02 eV in solution and -6.24 eV in solid state..
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5.7.3 Electrochemistry of ENPI
The solid-state electrochemical properties of the ENPI were studied by cylic and
squarewave voltammetries in 1 M HCl solution as supporting electrolyte with at least
three repeated cycles in order to confim the reproducibility of the compound within ±
3mV. The cyclic and squarewave voltammograms of ENPI were depicted in Figure
4.130, Figure 4.131 and Figure 4.132, respectively and detailed electrochemical datas
were tabulated in Table 4.22. As can be seen from Figure 4.130, ENPI represents one
reversible one-electron reductions at -0.60 V (vs ferrocene/ferrocenium), at scan rate
100 mVs -1. Interestingly, the shoulder peak potential at -0.28 V was increased in
intensity and become most intense peak at higher scan rates by increasing scan rates
for the entire region of 20 to 2000mVs-1as shown in Figure 4.131. As can be depicted
in Figure 4.132, this tendency was also confirmed by squarewave voltammogram
measurements. The squarewave voltammogram of polymer show one poorly
resolved one reversible one reduction at -0.199 V and one well appeared one
reversible one reduction with high intensity at -0.299 V at scan rate 25 Hz, similar to
the CV measurements at higher scan rates. Upon increasing scan rate form 100 Hz to
500 Hz, ENPI demonstrates only one reversible one electron reduction wave at 0.294 V as shown in Figure 4.132. These multiple reduction peaks at low scan rates
in both CV and SQWV voltammogram, indicate multielectron transfer corresponding
to the formation of two radical anions. These multielectron transfers are originating
from high molecular weight of polyimide that can be attributed π─π conjugation of
the chromophoric naphthalene dyes in the polymer chains. Moreover the peak
separation (ΔEp) range was so low about 30-40 mV for the entire scan rate from
100-2000mVs-1, and also the ratio of calculated peak potentials (ipa/ipc) were equal to
the unity which approves the electrochemical stability of reduction process as can be
seen in Table 4.23.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a novel of perylene and naphthalene diimide containing chitosan
aromatic polyimides were synthesized. The new polyimide dyes were obtained with
high yield by substitution reaction and their solubility enchanced where become
partially

soluble

in

common

organic

solvents

(such

as

chloroform,

dimethylsulfoxide, and so forth) thus increased the feasibility of the products as next
generation semi-conductor material. The structure of the compounds was proved by
FTIR and elemental analysis as well. The complete analysis of NMR spectroscopy
showed that π‒π stacking tendency of the aromatic perylene and naphthalene units
was very high in the polymeric network and caused very broad proton signals. The
Mw were stated by GPC and in parallel, intrinsic viscosities were determined.

The polyimide structure was found to play a major role on photophysical properties.
Incorporation of the hydrophobic perylene and naphthalene diimide units within the
hydrophilic chitosan backbone yielded a network-like structure and also provided the
extension of π‒π conjugation. The photophysical analysis (absorption, emission and
excitation) of polyimidies confirmed that challenging properties in both ground and
excitated states coming from conjugation. Interestingly, the absorption spectra of
new naphthalene polyimide showed new bands. In addition, the maximum peaks
were red-shifted by increasing polartiy and also dimuniton in the intensity of the
0→0 absorbtion band particularly in high polarity solvent medium corresponding to
self assembly aggregates even their ground state. Both aromatic polyimide had very
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high molar extinction coefficients that are so unique and makes compounds so
special for PV technology. In solid state, broad absorption bands up to the 800 nm
were noticed that indicates the high absorption ability of the products which it is
essential to collect light effectively from the energy source. The fluorescence spectra
of the polyimides manifested concentration depended excimer like emissions which
were assigned as π-stacking via neighbouring aromatic unit and hydrogen bonding
via chitosan linkage (or protic solvent molecules) thus highlighting the significance
of polymer design in inducing self-assembly of supramolecular structures. The
quenching of fluoresence quantum yield (especially for naphthalene polyimide)
indicated the existence of aggregates owing to extensive π stacking of the aromatic
core. Solid state emission and excitation of polyimide compounds could not be
obtained attributed to the existence of aggregates and excimers. Similary, the
photophysical investigations of ENPI showed very high molar absorption
coefficients in the 250 – 400 nm range and also excimer type emissions are
dependent on concentration.

Starting decomposition temperature for both compounds was higher than 300 °C
implying the high thermal stability.

The electrochemical features of the perylene polyimide and naphthalene polyimide
were investigated from diluted solution to solid state. Both the polyimide dyes
exhibited three reversible one electron reductions in polar aprotic solvent and
undergone only one reversible reduction and oxidation in solid state which make
them candidate as Donor/Acceptor polymer for low cost photovoltaic cells.
Moreover, the electrochemical investigation on ENPI in solid state also proved the
existence of multiple reduction potential waves at low scan rates.
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